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Automat ed Monorai l May Soon
Whisk .Students Across Campus
By POLLY WEAVER
Editorial Editor
USF · planners and · the
Westinghouse Corporation are
studying a rapid mass transit
system for campus, The
Oracle learned last week.
The project was initiated by
students and students expect
to play a major part in its development.
The proposed project would
cost between $4- and' $8million and would whisk 100
passengers per car around the
campus in a matter of minutes. The_ cars would run on
a single elevated . track similar to the one at pearby Busch
Gardens except that the track
will. run beneath the cars. The
cars will not have drivers and'
the whole operation will be
run by remote control.

USF Med School May Open 'Next Fall
By CONNIE HAIGLEY
Managing Editor

in the details of each particular course." Allen said.

President John S. Allen proposed at the Board of Regents
meeting last week that the
USF Medical School should
open in September, without

BECAUSE USF has been
asked to re-submit their grant
application for federal funds ,
and because the buildings
may be delayed, the University has requested an emergency appropriation from its
1969-71_ biennial budget which
has pi"e'll-0).lSly been- approved
br the Regents . .
The College ~ppes to open

buildings.

"The cur riculum pla nning
for the College is as fully developed as it can be in advance of the assembling of the
College faculty, who will fill

with up to 25 third year (clinical science) medical students
and up to 25 first year (basic
science) med students.
In budgets prepared and submitted to the Legislature for a
teaching program scheduled
to begin in 1971, the date
pla nned to have the first
bu!fding _in the m edical com' plex completed and ready to
accomodate up to llO entering
. students per year. This was
based on a State appropria-

tion of $3,000,000 and a match- St. Joseph's, Manatee Memoing federal grant for build- rial, Orange M;emorial and
ings.
Polk General Hospital.
RECENTLY, ho weve r,
Other memoranda are being
there has been a plan present- prepared with Lakeland Gened to train physicians and eral and Morton Plant Hospimanagers for hospitals in tal. The Veterans Administrawhich the physicians pra ctice, tion Hospital will also be
in Hillsborough County in six available for teaching and re:-:urroun~i:ig coµnti_es. USF . search programs.
.
.
has mutually signed memo- '
The Med School bid ·was reranda with the following jected last week because of
teaching hospitals : Tampa too little state money, ChanGeneral, Hillsborough County, cellar ·Robert Mautz said

Wednesday.
Although Rep. R i c h a r d
Hodes says Allen's proposal to
start the school without buildings may be a mistake, the
President has the full backing
of Chester Ferguson, former
chairman of the Board of Regents, who said Wednesday
that the Med School will open
in September despite coi'itrary
reports of delays and the possibility of the school being lost
entirely.

Bolloting On SG Referendum
Started This Morning At 8
·*
*
*
SG Pres., _Vice-Pres., And
Senate Seat Election,s Se.t

. Withdrawa l of the Student
Government's
membership
from the Southern University
Student Government Associa- ·
tion (SUSGA), affiliation with
the National Student Associa' tion (NSA) and a n increase in
the number of Senators from
five to eight are the vital issues which will be decided in
Aspira nts for Presidential
today's ba lloting on the con- a nd · Senatorial Student Govstitutional referendum.
ernment offices have until
•Among the r evisions which Jan. 20, a Monday, to submit
will appear on the ballot are their qualjfications for the upthe changing of the organiza- coming elections.
tion's name from Student AsApplications can be picked_
sociation to Student Government, and ammendment of
constitutional restrictions concerning Associa te Justices.
Amendment of these restrictions would enable students to
a pply for the office without
having a ttended USF during
the previous quarter.

up at the SG office, CTR. 219,
and must be returned to that
office by noon on the 20th.
The elections are tentatively
scheduled for Feb. 4 and 5.
Aside from the Presidential
and Vice-presidential spots,

a ll five Senatorial seats will
be up for grabs. And if the
resolution to increase the
number of senate seats to
e ight is accepted in today's
campus referendum, the additional three seats will also
need.to be filled.

To qualify for the elections,
all candidates must be members of the USF Student Government (that is, must be fullfee paying students), each
quarter of their terms of office.
Presidential and Vice PresiLESSENING THE academ. dential candidates niust have
ic requirements is another
90 quarter hours, at least 12
issue to be determined by the
completed at USF. In addition
voting. The proposed revision ~ D I A L 6 1 9 ~ they m ust have a cumulative
would require that the PresiGPR of 2.50. Senatorial aspident, Vice P resident, PresiQUESTION : Can supervisors or security force you to re- rants must meet the same
dent Pro Tempore, Senators
credit hour qualifications, but
a nd Justices maintain a cu- move your hat in a building on this University?
need only a 2.25 GPR.
mulative grade point r atio of
Barnett also· cited a need
2.0 each quarter.
ANSWER: Yes, they can. Attire for the recreation room is
for
poll captains to watch the
The elimination of ex-officio ~s follows: Shoes on; shorts or skirt (no swimming suit); "T"
voting booths in the election
m embers of the SG is the
shirt or halter. Hats may be worn by la dies and maintanence days. Captains, who will be
final change proposed in the
paid $1.50 an hour and r eceive
referendum. If approved by personnel.
an indirect excuse from class,
the students, " all members of
can
qualify if they are not
t h e academic community
QUESTION: What can be done about the insect problem in presently running for any ofwould be invited to attend all
Beta Hall? Residents are being troubled by roaches and moths. fice or serving as a party dellegislative sessions.
egate. Interested s tudents can
BALLOTING WJLL take
A.."l\lSWER: Raymond King, Director of Housing a nd Food apply at the SG office.
place today from 8 a.m. to 5 Services, stated that if r esidents are plagued by insects they
Pending legislative a pprovp.m. Polling places are set up
al,
the elections for the first
in the UC lobby, the Social should be reported to either the Andros or Argos housing office, time will span two days, a
Science, Fine-Arts-Humanities and the exterminating would be handled by Orkin pest control. Tuesday and a Wednesday.
a nd Chemistry Buildings.
The expanded election was
QUESTION: Exactly how many members comprise the custo- suggested by Louis. LaGrande,
dial staff? Is it true that there is but one janitor Chairman of the E lection
Rules Committee.
available for the FAH and TAT during the day?
Aegean Pictures
"Since so many students
SENIORS .. . final days
are on -campus only every
ANSWER:
Al Osborne, director of the Custodial Depart- other da y, we felt the one-day
for senior pictures to be
ment, stated that presently the staff consists of 112 elections neglected a large
taken are ;Jan. 15, 16, 17
from 8 :30 to 4 :30 in UC
employees. Osborne also went on to say that one cus- segment of the voting popula259. Appointments are not
todian is stationed at each building during the day to tion. Everyone should have
necessary, but they may
service the bathrooms and "police" the area. The ample oppor tunity to vote
be made in the Aegean ofover two days, and we're hopheavy cleaning up is done a t night as not to conflict ing for a larger turnout as a
fice, UC 224.
with students who attend classes there during the result," LaGrande commentday.
ed.

WESTINGHOUSE is conducting a feasibility to determine if the project is possible
on- this campus and the best
ways to implement it.
One of the principal participants in spearheading the
project has been Stud·e nt Sen.
Steve Anderson, who led efforts last year to get an evaluation of the quarter system.
Anderson made preliminary
investigations which brought
Westinghouse and USF planner Clyde B. Hill together. ·
The plan envisions a core
univerity with parking lots
on the fringes of the campus.
Passengers would wait at
sheltered' depots, one in each
major building complex.

-Students May
·Pay More

Cross-Campus Jog

Is 12 Minutes Now
Class breaks are now 12
minutes long.
The professor of a mass
class in the Business Administration Auditorium was puzzled over "the bells ringing
two m inutes early on me."
It's appropriate that the
professor should be in the College of Business, according to
student Betsy Smoot. She,
acting through the SG legislature and Dr. Harris Dean,
Vice President of Academic

Affairs, proposed a new 12
minute br eak b e t w e e n
, classes, "mainly for those
trips to a nd from the Fine
Arts to the Business Building."
"At first, " according to
Miss Smoot, "the Dean wanted an investigation of our first
request for 15 minute ·br eaks.
The 12 minute break was a
compromise."
· There are plans to survey
the student body and see if 15
minute breaks are desired.

r

THE TWO discussed various ideas including buying old
school buses or using a monorail system. Wunderlich encouraged Anderson to further
investigate the problem to
find a solution.
·
Anderson then talked to
members of the Hillsborough
County Aviation Authority,
the unit building the new
Tampa International Airport.
Anderson was told he should
write to the Westinghouse
Corporation, which is ·developing the system for the airport. He did, and shortly received information outlining
the entire system.
He took the information to
Wunderlich and USF Pres.
John Allen, .who both were in•
terested in the idea. Allen
brought Hill into the discussion and he, too, was interested.

HILL .i\lADE negotiations .
with Westinghouse to conduct
the preliminary feasibility
study. The study is expected
;
· A SIMILAR transit system to take about a year. ·
Anderson insisted that stuis being planned for the new •
Tampa International Airport. dents participate in every
The system is now operating part of the project.
in Pittsburgh and at the University of Georgia. Anderson
said Florida State University
is also contemplating such a
project.
P reliminary plans indicate
the need for a system to transport students from the Desoto and Fontana Hall a rea to
the. core area.
The system would blend
with USF's modern streamlined campus, Anderson sa id'.
Planners are considering
charging passengers 10 cents
a ride, to help offset costs, but
initially, it is expected funds
PRES. ALLEN
would be requested' from the
.. . r esting.
· F ederal Department of Transporta~ion.
ORIGINAL WORK began on
the project last spring when
then Rep. Ken Rubin, started
looking for a solution for the
campus parking pr oblem. Rubin, now administrative
· aide to Student Government
Pres. Scott Barnett, investigated a shuttle busy system
from outlying parking lots.

g;~~il161~~11t:~"

He discussed t he idea with
Anderson, who became interested. But it soon became
evident a shuttle bus was no
solution. Rubin then faded out
of the picture, but Anderson,
still curious, pursued · the
problem.
He discussed the problem
with Herbert Wunderlich, vice
president for Student Affairs
who indicated he had bee~
considering the problem himself and had envisioned a system of moving sidewalks to
move students to classes.

Students in F lorida state
universities may have to start
paying $100 more to go to
school in the fall of 1969. The
Board of Regents will ask the
Florida legislature that tuition
be hiked $25.
The increase will give Florida universities an extra
$10.75-million over the next
two years. The percentage of
total educational costs that
each student pays h a s
dropped in the past two years
from 30 per cent in 1965-67 to
21 per cent in 1969-71.
The breakdown of the new
tuition fee of $150 per student
would be $95 matriculation
fee, $15.50 building fee a nd
$39.50 activity a nd service
fee. Of the a dditional $25, $3
will be used for student loans.

Registration
Set For Aliens
All aliens on campus, immigrant a n d nonimmigrant,
must register with the Immigration Services of the P ost
Office.
Registration forms can be
obtained at the Dean of Men's
office in the Ad:ministration
Building.

._,
·'

Pres. Allen
Gets It Too
a •

I

The Flu

President John S. Allen has
contracted the Hong Kong
Flu. The President is at home
resting a nd it was not known
by Mrs. Allen when he would
return.
At the same time, USF students can brea th a lot easier.
The F lorida State Board of
Health, Dr. Robert Egolf,
Director of Student Health
Services, has announced that
the threat of any major flu
e~idemic has passed.
"There are no documented
cases of Hong Kong Flu in
the Tampa Area," Egolf said,
"although ther e are some
cases in Florida ."
PRESIDENT ALLEN has
recently been in Pensacola for
a meeting with the Board of
Regents. It is not known
where he contacted the flu.
"We have not isolated any
cases at the University, but
there's a lot of flu of other varieties a r ound," he said.
As far as any major academics are concerned, Egolf
said he was "keeing his fingers crossed."
DEAN OF STUDENT Af•
fairs Herbert Wunderlich has
expressed some concern over
the Health Service Facilities.
Egolf said there were beds
for 14 patients, "fairly nominal facilities," according to
him. If an epidemic were to
occur , the University would
have to send students home,
or rely on facilities outside
the University, he said.
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USF Requests 37 Million
Till '73 From Legislature
By STUART THAYER
Staff Writer
The Board of Regents has
asked the Florida Legislature
for some $236.3-million worth
of construction for its needs
through 1973. USF's request,
included in the Regents budget, is $37.3-million, all from
state revenues.
Another $62-million is anticipated by the Regents from
federal funds should the state
grant the r equest in full. The
Regents presented their capital outlay request at a meeting at the University of West
Florida in Pensacola last
week.
THE USF request includes
$9.9-million in "student service space," $7-million in
teaching labs, $6-million in re-

search space, $.5.3-million for
a new Library, $3.7-million for
office space, $2-million in general purpose classrooms, and
$1.2-million for teaching gym
space.
Separated from the general
USF capital outlay request
was the second in a series of
appropriations for the medical
school of $4.5-million. The
University hopes to get anoth·
er $8-million in federal matching funds for the med school
as a result.
The "student service" space
request could include a new
student union and the beginning of a new dorm complex
just south of the present Gymnasium and Business Administration Building.
THE REGENTS budget is

for the 1969-n biennium, but
covers needs through 1973,
when the earliest completion
could be expected for a building should an appropriation
be granted this year.
The budget is preliminary
as well, and must pass the
Cabinet Budget Commission,
several state House and
Senate committees, the Legislature itself, and Gov. Cla ude
Kirk, all in the next few
months, to become law.
U S F Business Manager
Andrew C. Rodgers calleJ the
share of the budget granted to
USF by the Regents as "reasonable" in comparison to the
other eight state university
requests.
THE USF request represents an increase of more

than double over the capital
outlay request of the last Legislature for needs through
1971. Some 1.2-million assignable square feet of space has
been asked for this year , compared to about a half million
two years ago. Of the previous request, USF was granted
about 17 per cent of it.
Neither square footage figure includes the medical
school estimates, which have
also increased (by half) over
the first appropriation of $3million in 1967.
During the 1967-68 sessions
of the Legislature, the Regents requested $295 m illion,
and got $31.75-million provided bonds could be sold. Except for the USF medical
school, none has as yet. Thus,

no other capital outlay money
has been received by the universities from the Regents ~xcept for USF and the med
school.

THE REQUESTS, both of
the Board of Regents and subsequently USF, may be a bit
misleading because the Board
and the Legislature disagree
on the formulas for figuring
space needs and future enrollment.
The Regents-USF figures
would tend to be higher than
the Legislative estimates, because of the disagreement.
Budget Commission Cabinet
members last week were generally pessimistic about the
chances for the capital outlay
budget, and were almost as
glum about the general Regents budget, submitted last
fall, of $380-million in state
funds.
The Legislature faces requests from all state agencies
of some $3.1-billion with just
$2.2-billion seen in projected
reveneus. It means $900million in new taxes would be b
needed to meet all the agency
requests for 1969-71.

SIUDENT GOVERNMENT ELECTIONS

Job Seekers
Told To Act
With Dispafch
"The student graduating in
June shouldn't wait until Feb-.
ruary to begin fob interviews,"
said Don Colby, head of Placement Services. He suggests
interviews start no later than
October and if possible in a
student's junior year.
Placement Services, located
in administration 277, has a
heavy demand this year tor
graduates in the fields of
science, accounting, engineering and education. However,
many companies are interested in a variety of majors
and' will interview all students
possible.
Student interviews are already up 15 per cent over last
quarter and are expected to
rise even higher. The average
student will have 15 interviews before receiving a job
_offer.

THERE WILL BE a greater
choice than . ever for interviews this year with more
than 200 organizations represented on campus. Last year
the totq] was 256.
In one field there will be
more recruiters on campus
than graduates in the field.
There is a definite trend in
job interviews, placement officials point out.
In the begining a student
plans to interview companies
A, B and C believing these to
be the best. However these
"glamour" companies usually
interview 120 students a year
and hire only 10.

THIS LEAVES the student
out on a limb. Now comes a
spell of depression for the student which prevents his next
interview from being a ccurate
a nd open. Gradually, however, confidenc e comes back
and his attitude levels off.
The up, down and' levelingoff process cannot be started
too soon, placement officials
say. The ideal situation is for
the service to be used from
fr~shman year. There are r esources available there to
help students decide not only
careers but what to expect
from compa nies consider ed.

Second Talk
By Hassan
Ihab Hassan, visiting
professor in English, will
present an unscheduled
second lecture today at 8
p.m. in the Physics Auditorium.
The title will be "Silence,
R evolution a nd Cautiousness: An Experiment." It
will be "moralistic - like
a sermon," Sallie Hall, of
the visiting professors for
the English Department
said.
C. Hugh Homan, the second visiting professor for
the quarter, will arrive
here Sunday. He is dean of
the graduate school of the
University of North Carolina a t Chapel
He specializes in American literature, especially Thomas
Wolfe and his rela tion to
the American novel.
His public lecture will be
Wednesday on "Thomas
Wolfe and the Epic Tradi-tion."

rim:

Yes

No

l,

change from 5
to 8 senators
Yes

To amend Constitutional
restrictions on
Assoc. Justices

To ~thdraw
from SUSGA
Yea

Yes

;fi~t:L~,:,;}:=:r;!

That the University of South Florida affiliate with
the National .Student Association wi th the approval of
the student body,
That in all portions of the Constitution of the
Student Association where Student Association means
Student Government, Student Association shall be changed
to "Student Government".

,i

:~:Ii~~~l:g~~rs ~i!;Ert~eg\pha~o~ur~~s:

i

That sections l,3.l of Student Association Constituti on
To eliminate ·ex.- be. deleted and considered null and .void and that section'
officio mambers of l.3.2 be numbered 1.3 .1. That •it hereby be known t hat any
S.A.
and all members of the academic community, to be construed
as faculty members, admini strators , as well as students are
invit~d to attend all legislative sessions .
' • ·
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fI·
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.
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No
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and regulations.
Under the guidelines, guests must be
invited and escorted to and from the
lobby or entrance of the residence hall by
the person whom they are visiting.
QUESTIONS SUCH as whether room
doors are to be left open or closed are up
to the discretion of each living unit membership.
,
.

~~~:1~~~fh~~~~e::c:~1

by
b~s~uad:~~~
or may be referred to standards boards
when necsesary.
Student groups can vote to schedule
visiting hours from 7 a.m. - midnight,
Sunday through Thursday 7 a
1

Fri:; : G: ~~

\::~:::":~;::~:g·,·

said "students have acted in a mature
manner" in devising the plan. "The suecess or failure of the program is entirely
up to the students," he said.
Vice-President for Student Affairs Herbert Wunderlich called attention to "the
more individualized" aspects of the program, and termed the plan "a workable
id.ea ."
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NSA Referen dum Ballot'
Here is a copy of the NSA re.f erendum ballot
that will be placed before USF students today,, Study the · ballot carefully an.d make

I

~izt:~r~:fi~ees:::e:h~o~~~c~~
supported by the National .,
1m
Science Foundation. ·
It's purpose is to serve as a
professional agency, a body of
experts, to evaluate needs in (~,
r,i.
the teaching of undergraduate ~t.1.~.•:.,,
,
coJlege chemistry.
The council a Is O co- ti
ordinates and supervises ac- g]
tivities i?). the educational fill

That those portions of t hose sections imposing the
Cumulative GPR
aforesaid requirement (sections 5.2.2.l.4,'S.2. 2.2,
of 2.000 for Pres,,5.2.3,l,, and 5.2. 3.2.) be a l tered to state that holders
Vice P.res., Pres. of the aforesaid offices " •••• shall mai ntain a minimum
Pro Tempore , Senators cumulative grade point ratio of 2.000 each quarter,,."
and Jus tices
Yes

I

All Doors Lead
To 'Visitland'

serve a three-year term on \~
the Advisory Council on Col- "'~
lege Chemistry.
W:1
The Advisory Council elected Dr. Davis to one of the ten

No

6.

7.

tfil

Snoopy, Girls And Everybody Happy About Visitation

1
co~~: ~:~~dt~:\/%~:~
:c: ~:~::
- legally - thanks to the visitation
guidelines set up by the Inter-Residence
Hall Council. The guidelines went into effeet Su nday.
According to th e plan, each group of

i

No

Change name in
l!onstitution to
read, "Student
Government".
Yes

Dr. Davis
On Council

That the Student Government at the University of
South Florida withdraw from S'USGA,

No

To affiliate
with NSA

s.

I
I

That the words, '.'twelve of which must have been
completed at the University of South Florida", ba
deleted from Section 5.2.3.2, l, and e period be
placed after the preceding "D",

No

3.

4.

. That the wora "five" it1 section 2,3 of the Studant
Association Constitution he stricken and the word
"eight" be inserted before the word "senators!'.

No

2.

Yes

REFERENDUM
QUARTER 11, 1969

.a..
-fi_,,·

the best choice. This will be your only
chance to vote on NSA. So DO!

Masten, An Existentialist Poet,
USF Graduate . Student: Performed For· 200 last Week
By JOHN THOMSON
Staff Writer

Teaches Boar To Count
Ivor D. Groves, 23, of Orlando, a graduate student working on his master's program ·
in psychology is teaching animals to count, identify symbols and perform tasks on
command.
At the Weeki Wachee
Springs animal-farm laboratory, conducted in cooperation
with USF, Groves looked at
the three-year-old wild boar

SG Protests
Regisfrar's
Dratt Policy
A loud protest was issued
by the Student Government
(SG) Legislature over the
claimed censoring of the distribution of draft information
at registration.
In a vote censoring the actions of the registrar. Sen.
Roger Coe said the Registrar's actions impeded the
distribution of draft and birth
control information.
J ames E. Lucas, registrar,
said tha t while SG was
cleared to distribute Student
Directories and Gift Packs,
"release of Selective Service
Informa tion is a responsibility
of the Registrar's Office,"
and "I was not able to endorse the release of Selective
Service Information fro m
other offices. "
SG spokesmen claim the
draft information table was
cleared through the Registrar's Office.
Dean of Student Affairs
Herbert J . Wunderlich raised
the question, "I'm wondering
what should be in registration
lines. We have a captive audience at r egistra tion. I'm
squeamish about gifts (gift
packs a nd free hamburgers.)
It is commer cialization.

GROVES SAID BE is applying some of the knowledge he
has gained from working \vith
animals in his work with a
four and a half year old "autistic child."
"It's a withdrawn type of
situation," he said, explaining
the frustration which causes a
psychological problem when a
child is one year of age.
Groves is teaching the child
to make sounds and work simple puzzles. And he is using
the reward, or reinforcement
technique to teach her - r einforcing her with candy for
"making certain sounds."

and said, "Roscoe, pick up
four dollars and put them in
the bank."

ROSCOE WALKED over to
the platform on which six
discs had been placed, and
picking up one at a time, deposited a total of four in a
box_.
A raccoon · has learned to
push a lever until the right
combination of symbols appears on a panel.
Each time · he pushes the
lever a different combination
of symbols appears and the
coon looks to see whether he
has hit the right combination.

WHEN THREE matching
symbols a ppear, he runs to
another lever and pushes it to
get a sugar pill. The coon repeated the stunt over and
over again until its trainer
covered the levers with a sliding papel.
"It will keep that up all day
if we permit it," Groves said.
Another raccoon pushes a
lever until he hears the correct musical tone, then he
pushes another lever for his
s ugar pill.
A nine-month-old black bear
has learned to obey voice
commands. "Bobby, climb the
tree and ring the bell,"
Groves said.
THE BEAR CLThIBED the

mixed "rapping" with singing
to the accompaniment of his
twelve string guitar.
"If you aren't digging
Mast€n used a notebook
what's happening then take
with
the complex lyrics to his
your bad bides and go," persongs
written out during the
former Ric Masten told the
performance,
explaining this
a udience of 200 in the UC ballby
saying,
"If
Ginsberg can
room.
read
his
poetry,
then
I guess I
Masten - an existentialist
can
r
ead
my
songs."
poet and songwriter from Big
Masten's humor prevailed
Sur California - was featured
last Sa turday night by Help all the while and, a s the conEnd Legal Problems (HELP), versation drifted to race r elaa recently forr.1ed USF stu- t i o n s, commented, "The
dent legal a id group.
Blacks aren't interested in inDO:[',j"NING WORK clothes tegrating the Kentucky whiskand a single string of beads, ey ads." In speaking of his
the red bearded Californian past as a peace and freedom

USF Studenti
Turns Hero

SRG Convention

Will Be Sunday

II

USF's lone studerit political
Mike Domanski, 4POL,
party, Students for Responsidoes not fit the hero-image. .,·J·
He's slight of build, but his '.1: ble Government (SRG) will
mind, like his actions, are ;! hold its nominating convention Sunday at 1 p.m.
quick.
One morning on nis way I;'
to school the car in front of N Chairma n of the Party, Ken
Domanski crashed through
Rubin, expects a " ,'lide open"
a guardrail o~ Interconvention.
state 4 and mto the
t•
Candidates for the presiwater of Tampa Bay Do- fl
manski stofped his c~ and
dent, vice-president, and five
upon . hearmg that . Albert t.l to eight Senate seats will be
R. F ischer, the driver of
nominated. The size of the
the car, c_ouldn'~ swim, I# Student Government Senate
took off his s h_irts and j will depend on today's refershoes and dove m to get j
him.
r1l endum.
Fischer was grateful foi' t.ii.,
Greeks are coming back to
Domanski's deed. He told il1 SRG, said Rubin. Phi Delta
Domanski of a n old Chi- · Theta , ZBT, Lambda Chi
nese proberb that makes a ~\l Alpha, Sigma Nu, Delta
person responsible for ~- 1···,,, Gamma, Kappa Delta, and
other person the r est of his ' Chi Omega have pledged their
life if he at one time saved < members. Tau Epsilon P hi
it. Fischer, however, would ~ and Chi Chi Chi are still wan?t hold Domanski responvering, according to Rubin.
sible.
61 Greek interest is r elated to
When asked if he had ~ getting their candidates in of~n~ comments a?out _the
fice, said Rubin.
mc1dent, Domanski rep!Jed, ¼"
.
"The water was a little ~
~ubm exp~cts _a m~mberchilly."
~ ship of over 500, including an

."
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By RAY ZOGORSKI
Staff Writer

I

1j
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tree, rang the bell and ca.me &J
down for his reward - a bit ~
00.1
of food.
i
Groves now has a m agpie,
which he hopes to train to distinguish colors.
Dr. Robert W. Powell, who
is in charge of experimental
studies of animal behavior a t
USF's Department of Behavioral Science, said the same
kind of principles are involved
in learning by animals and humans.
The purpose of working
~
with animals , Powell said, is F
to expand the basic for learn- t1
ing. Human behavior, he asserted can be c h a n g e d
through similar techniques.
l~tThW&FiWW±@ww.;menfl ~~def
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delegation was not known by
Rubin.
The Party has held platform meetings , setting the
course that SRG candidates
will follow if elected and voicing the general opinion of
pa rty leaders on issues affecting the University.

Supervision
Seminar Set
Fundamentals of supervis ion will be discussed a t a
four-day institute at USF Jan.
21-24.
Dr. Richard Dutton, associate professor of management
at the university, and David
B. Fellows, of the school's
Center for Continuing Education, have developed topics
deali ng with management
functions, leadership, employee motivation a nd' personel problems.
Sessions are scheduled from
9 a.m .-4 p.m. daily. Registration fee is $65 including luncheon and materials.
Additional informa tion is
obtainable from the Center
for Continuing Education, Tel.
988-4131, Ext. 403.

j

struggler, he told of the violence "hangups" some have
and that all too often he's
"found t hat a peace parade
can be a mob."
THE PERFORMANCE was
broken into two parts. During
the first, the audience sat in
rows of chairs as Masten
stood in the front . In the last
half, after a 15 minute break,
the singer urged the people to
sit closer, and they did,
crowding around him, sitting
on both chairs and the floor.
After finishing for the evening, Masten went down to
the UC coffee shop for a brief
"rap session." There, he was
surrounded by a m inor throng
of avid students wanting to
get a first hand account of his
existentialist philosophy.
Masten has been touring for
the Unitar~ Church since

September. He is a dropout of
five colleges and drives dum p
trucks in Big Sur for a living.
He says of the Unitarians,
"Out in California Unitarians
are kinda' like revolutionaries
under the g uise of religion."

HE DONATES all the
royalties from his album to
the Unitarian Universalists
Service Committee, which
r ecently provided food for the
starving Biafrans.
A r ecent performer at the
"Joan Baez Festival" at Big
Sur and a past guest on
Johnny Carson's "Tonight
Show," Masten is now working on another album based
on his tour.
A copy of his album can be
obtained for $5.25 by writing
to Ric Masten, Palo Colorado
Canyon, Coast Rt. 1, Monterey, Calif. 93940.

Political Science
Has New Head
Dr. Maurice O'Donnell has
been appointed chairman of
the P olitical Science department. He succeeds Dr. Anne
Kelley, who has been chairm an of the department for the
last three years.
Asked about his plans for
the future, Dr. O'Donnell
said': " We hope to get a Masters program going in about
one or two years at the most.
The specific sub-fields have
not been discussed yet."
"Besides that," he said,
"there are no contemplated
radical changes for the department."
DR. O'DOl'l"NELL also says
that he thinks he is taking
over a very good department.
Dr. Kelley has done a tremendous job, Dr. O'Donnell says,
but he feels she has not been
r ecognized for her hard work,
by either students or members
of the department. "Hard work
and the hou.r s you put in do
not show in any report," he
said.

Dr. Kelley will continue to
teach the Senior Seminar fo r
political science students.
In most departments in
business administration, the
chairman is appointed indefinitely. But in the political
science department, as well
as some of the departments in
social science, the process is
somewhat different.

ASSOCIATE DEAN Cameron, of Socia:! Science, confers
privately with the members of
the department and then
makes a r ecommendation of
the possible c andidate to
Dean Cooper, of Liberal Arts.
The recommendation then
goes to Pres. Allen, and, if ap•
proved, it is sent to the Board
of Regents which finally decides on the matter. The term
is fo r three years.
Dr . O'Donnell obtained his
M.A. and' Ph.D. at the University of Wisconsin. He has
taught at Michigan State and
the University of Maryland.
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Burke Kibler; New Head Of Regents
election.
Appointed vice - chairman
was Dr. Louis Murray, an
Orlando physician and veteran Boar d member, succeeding
Henry Kramer of Jacksonville
in that post. Kramer and Ferguson remain on the Board as
members.

By STU THAYER

Staff Writer
PENSACOLA - The State
Board of Regents last week
named D. Burke Kibler of
Lakeland its new chairman
for the next four years, and
revealed a request of $245.3million for new state university system buildings for · the
1~9-11 biennium.
Tiie Board met at the University of West Florida's
Pace Library here.
KIBLER succeeds Tampa
attorney Chester H. Ferguson
whose term as chairman ended ·with last week's meeting.
Ferguson had been Regents
chainnan since the Board's
creation in 1965 replacing the
Board of Control at the top of
the university system's administrative structure.
Ferguson, ill with the flu in
Tampa, cast his vote by telephone in the unanimous Board
vote. A possible battle had
,been· shaping up between Ferguson and Kibler . for the
chair.manship before· Ferguson decided not to . seek re-

THE BOARD played a shuffle -game with the length of
some members' terms before ·
the vote. Last week Mrs. Margaret Behringer of Fort Lauderdale resigned her position.
Kibler resigned almost simultaneously. ·

With two vacancies of differing tenure available, and
any chairman and vice chariman having to serve an equal
length of time, Kibler was
name·d to Mrs. Behringer's remaining term , which had
seven. years to go. John C.
Behringer, Mrs. Behringer's
Husband and an insurance executive, was appointed to fill
Kibler's term, which had only
three years left. Murray has
at least four years to go in his
term.

Before the vote, still - vice chairman Kramer called for
"A united front in this matter.
We face a difficult future but
nine of us working to'gether
can hurdle all obstacles. We
cannot afford to have only
five working together while
the other four- try to harm
them."

-

STEPHEN C. O'Connell was
selected president of the University ·of Florida in late 1967
by a 5 to 4 Board vote, and
later selections of Dr. Robert
Mautz as university system
chancellor and Dr. Benjamin
L. Perry as president of Florida A&M J]nive_rsity were not
unan(mous, although Perry's
selection was, publicly, a 9 to
0 vote. Actual deliberations,
however, were behind closed
doors.
In a d d i t i o n, the Tampa
Tribune, said Kramer, -Mrs.
E. D. Pearce, and Dr: Clarence Menser were hopeful for
Ferguson's continuance · as
chai'rman.
The new Board tl!en plunged
ahead with its $215.3 . million

'Portrait · Of .St.udent Life'
.

.

·Is Theme Of Aegean '69
Psychedelic pictures, more be the use of more pictures
color, a new section and a instead of written copy. "We
want a pictorial e s s a·y
groovy theme that "hits" the
throughout the book," Miss
thlng that affects everyone on Speller said. ."We hope to porcampus are some of the tray a theme with the events
attractions coming up in the that are happening and are
unique to this year, the going
1969 Aegean.
Cookie Speller, Aegean edi- . things. A good cross section of
tor, says there is a new ap- ' the university will be represented on ·the 1969 Aegean."
• proach to the 1969 book.
A new section this year, stu"IT IS NOT a calendar or dent activities, will present a
historical account," Miss pictorial review of all conSpeller said. "We are trying certs, events, fire drills, registo put out a book that will trations and other studentportray student life and the related happenings.
; way students go through the
· many tensions they encounter · SIX ADDITIONAL pages
at the University."
have been incorporated 'into
An innovation this year will .· the spor:ts section to give coverage to minor sports and intramur;µs.
The organizations section
will focus more on the a ctivities sponsored by the various
groups, rather than picture_s
of their members. ,
Senior portraits are being
taken today through Friday at

Vote

COOKIE SPELLER
... Aegean Editor
UC 259, second floor. Make
up day to have portraits taken
is January 31.
'The book will have 278
pages, 16 in full color, and, as
Miss Speller puts it : "Everything is going to be bigger
a.no;_ better."

Qirectory

On
NSA

THE RE.QUEST c ·o v e r s

state needs at the seven existing state universities and ,two
to be built at Miami and Jacksonville through 1973.
The Regents budget is pre-

Insurance
Deadline
January 31
Friday, January 31st is the
deadline to buy Student Insurance and full-time students
are urged to take advantage
of their opportunity now. It is
available within 30 days of
each Quarter's Registration.
The cost is $15 with coverage
until Sept. 15, 1969 even
though you are not enrolled at
USF until then.
The Student Insurance pays
for all the cost of the hospital
emergency room care due to
an accident, even if just from
running into a door or a serious traffic accident, if taken
care of within 48 hours.·A doctor's charges are paid for surgery as listed in the policy,
ranging from stitches for a
cut to major surgery up to

liminary and must slog its
way through the Cabinet Budget Commission, a House
sub-committee, and full committees in the House and Senate before getting to the
House and Senate floors. If
Gov. Claude Kirk has no
objections, the · budget then
becomes law.
The total request, however,
for needs t h r o u g h 1973
_ Legislative sub . committee's
recommendation for state university system building needs
through 1975 ($245.3-million to
1973 less the recommended
$163.4-million to 1975).

A conference on the neces-

The courses are offered in
the· evening at the four Hillsborough County service centers.

The Hospital and Welfare
Board of Hillsborough County
has awarded a grant of $63,244 to the University to continue an employment application orientation project.

THE CURRENT grant will
expand the program so that
classes will be conducted simultaneously at two of the
four centers, according to
Hardy.
The Tampa Plant of Westinghouse Electric Corporation's Atomic Power Division
also has awarded a grant of
$3684 to USF for experimental
analysis of residual stress in
cold worked Inconel tubes.
:Inconel tubes are used in
the heat exchangers of atomic
reactors. Various processes
are involved in the production
of the tubes which cause
system reliability.

THE PROJECT began in
1966 and is under the direction
of Dr. Miles W. Hardy, associate professor of behavioral
science.

USF'S PORTION amounts
to abol!.t $32-million, which includes $4.5-million for USF's
budding medical school. It's
the second planned appropriation in a series, the first already having been received
(see story, page one).
During the last Legislative
session, USF received slightly
over $5-million in capital outlay funds from the state.
The Regents have now requested well over $600-million
for the coming biennium from
the Legislature in academicadministrative and capital
outlay funds. USF's request 'in
those two areas is almost $92million, while it received $35million from the last Legislatµre.

Psychology
Seminar Held

USF has received two new
grants totaling $66,928 from
lo.cal sources for sociological
and engineering projects.

"The hard core unemployed
often cannot get jobs because
they simply do not know how
to apply. We have designed a
36-hour course to help them
by repeating interviews and
tests," Dr. Hardy explained.

Dean's Car
Stolen Here
At some time on Dec. 13,
1968, Herbert J. Wunderlich's ,
dean of Student Affairs here,
car was stolen from his home
in Carrollwood. It was recovered at Newport A venue and
Elbow Drive the next day.
Someone had run it into a tree
stump.
Damage has been estimated
at $450. The radiator was
pushed int o the fan which
"did all kinds of things to the
engine," Wunderlich said.

ATTENTION!
FACULTY & STAFF
The Prudential Insurance Co. of America now
offers both the VARIABLE and the FIXED*,
TAX-SHELTERED Annuities.
look for a
Booklet and
perspectus in the m~il

He doesn't think USF stu- ·
dents were involved. Cars
belonging to two neighbors _
across the street had been ·.
tampered with also. Police ·
told Wunderlich that there had
been several incidents in that
area in which a car was
. stolen and abandoned in .the
area of t'1e old golf course.

sary and sufficient conditions
for change in psychotherapy
was held Saturday in the University
Center, room 252.
$400. .
The purpose of the conferIf admitted· to a hospital, a
student receives a semi- ence was to explore in depth
As yet, no a rrests have been
private room or payment of those special conditions that
made
in the case.
are
assumed
to
precede
an additional $4 if a private
room is required. X-rays, pa- change ·in psychotherapy.
The conference faculty inthology and electrocardiocluded
Albert Ellis, Executive
grams
are
payable;
Director
of Institute of Adalso anesthesia for surgery,
and ambulance charges up to vanced Studies in Rational
$20. These extras are payable Psychotherapy, and Max
up to $500 plus 80 per cent of Segal, Coordinator of the
the balance ·up to $2000, which . Graduate program of the
is the aggregate amount for School of Psychology at
any illness. Bills up to $100 for Brooklyn College.
accidental injury to sound,
Seminar On Friday
natural teeth will be pa4d.
"The Theory of Stimulus
To buy the insurance: Fulltime (7 hrs or more) new or Equivalents'' is the title of a
former students returning just colloquium to be presented by
pay at the Cashier's Office, _ the psychology department
Adm 131, Students who were Friday, January 17 in SOC
full time last Quarter a nd 258.
. .
.. .
-· ·The colloquium sponsored
' wish t~ buy thit ins'i.u-ance
now, must first fill out- a· short by the Psychi-Chi Club is opeq~
a pplication form at the Stu- to all the the speaker will be
dent Health Center, crR 414, Dr· Vincent Tempcme of the
then pay at the Cashierls Of- University of Arizona, in Tue- .
son.
fice.

For Further Information,

Call George W. Barron & Associates
-1801 North West Shore Blvd., Tampa 33609
PH. 876•244 f
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<URRENTLY PAYING 6% INTEREST

HAVE ONE ON

JERRY'S

For every tent~ pizza you buy at Jerry's, you'll get

.
At UC Desk .
SG Announces. · · .,-.:;::e:::~~s=:r•-,,:-.-.::--··-~~-.--:::-•.-·;:~:::•~,,.-.::J;).istribution-,of_-t he new UmDir~ctory to staff and
six Vacancies versity
faculty offices through the

Yes

capital outlay request for the
1969-71 biennium. The Board
added $53 million to that for
agricultural and medical-purpose buildings pushing the request to $298.3-million, altho ugh $61.9-million may
come from federal sources.
That could reduce state revenue requests to $236.4-million.

USF . Gets Local Grants

The USF Student Government • cqmpus ma~ began last .Monr'..\ . :--_ _ un
d th t ·t h _' - . , .d ay) a ccordmg to the Office of
(s'°'7anno ce
a 1 as six C
. Publi f
vacancies in the Legislature.
ampus
ca 10n~.
seat
is
open
in
the
S~nStud
nts
who
d'esrre a copy
One
7
ate, one iri Basic ;,tudigs, ·one in may_ pick one ~p at the InforEducation,, two in Business and mal1on_ De~k m the lobby of
-one m
. .tlrgos.
-.: ·- --· ... --·
the Umvers1ty Center.
Qualifications for offices are

h

-Class Taug t
_ Applicants may contact Frank I
Es·perantO
Winkles, SG Vice-President, in _ n
UC 219. - - -

~ttt~1e~~~~p~~:~~ti_on in

Think pizza

'

one Free

for your next party - or anytime.
- Think Jerry's!

Troy S·tate Stu~ent

- _ . er:r '

Fights·_For Rights

ml

The student right issue with al·-rights of students (is) conpot as the catalyst came to a cerned."
A new class for beginners in head again recently when a
On the question of illegal
the international language of Troy State, New York, stu- search and seizure, the court
Esperanto began Jan. 9. The dent was suspended following declared : " A reasonable right
class is free.
discovery of the substance in of inspection is necessary to
Students may r egister in his dorm room.
the institution's performac ne
class during the first three
of
its fundamental duty to opAn appeal by the student for
weeks. The only expense will readmission failed, reported era te the school as an educabe for the $3.25 textbook and the Associated College Press tional institution evei1 though
.
paperback dictionary.
it
may
infringe
on
the
outer
(ACP).
The class, which meets at
boundaries of a dormitory stuA single room occuped by
7 :30 p:m. in University Center
Gregory Moor was searched dent's Fourth Amendment
203, is a public service of the
in his presence but without his rights . . ..
Esperanto Society of Florida
"The constitutional boundain ·cooperation with the World permission by two narcotics ry line between the right of
agents acting upon informa. Affairs Council . .. - -.
tion supplied by ''unnamed the school authorities to
but reliable" informers, the search a nd the right of a dorWatch Found In Class ACPsaid:
mitory student to · privacy
Located on the
A ladies wrist watch was
must be based upon a reasonA
small
amount
of
a
subfound near the close of Quarter
able belief on the part of the
I in an EDE 423 class. The per- stance later identified by college authorities that a stuson who lost .the watch may chemical analysis as marijua- dent is using a dormitory
lil!l! m:Iilii!ilii!EIIIII i !11:ii. j mmm 111fMfifil?MF~
claim it from .A:inie Napier in na was found.
room for a purpose which is
Moore
was
granted
a
hearFine A,rts-Humanities 204.
illegal or which would othering by the student affairs wise seriously interfere with
committee of the college and campus discipline."
was indefinitely suspended.
□ Records
Moore initiated a n action in
a federal district c o u r t
□ Art Supplies
(Moore v. Student Affairs
Cl Class Rings
Committee of Troy State University, 284 F . Supp. 725 · o College J ewelry
D.C. Ala. 1968) to compel the
college officials to readmit
□ Art Prints
him as a student in good
The way Jose Gaspar found
standing.
□ USF Notebooks
The petition for relleve· was his path into Tampa Bay in
based on the f o 11 o w i n g the late 1700's will be demon□ Novelties
strated at the USF planetarigrounds:
v That he had been denied um program. "The Stars of
□ Clothing
procedural due process in the Gasparilla." The free pro□ Cosmetics
proceedings which resulted in gram, which r equires reservahis suspension since they tions, will be given each Sun□ And Plenty More!
were not open to the press, day in Ja nuary at 2:30 p.m.
The methods that Gaspar ,. .
other students and the public
used to navigate will be $.] ' PLUS • • • USF TEXTBOOK
generally.
Selection of Books &
v That the admission of ev- shown by the projected stars. "\'
CENTER
Eastern Occult,T each-.
idence obtained through a
search of his room without his ~ :o':e! ~ Pt~~~:e !~ow~td
Gibran
consent or a search warrant directions, the moon will be ~
viola ted his Fourth Amend- generally discussed. E mpha- I
ment rights prohibiting illegal sis will be given the moon's
movements a round the earth ·"
search and seizure.
The court, in upholding the and how these movements afr ight of the college to suspend fect various bodies of water.
Stars, planets and constella· Moore, said : "An open hearing, in the same sense tha t a tions of the current season
defendant in a criminal case ,vill also be on view.
BRITTON PLAZA "- ' , is
entitled to a hea ring in an
Free reserved seat tickets
· PHONE 839-7390
open court, is not contemplat- bay be obtained in advance by
ed by the law insofar as the calling the USF planeta rium ,
compliance with the procedur- 988-4131, ext. 580.
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The Convenience S·t ores
Main Drags of Campus

Checklist of Values

University Center

Planetarium
To Show Stars
Of ,Gasparilla

·

METAPHYSICAL?
Browse Through Our · Large
Pamphlets on _M etaphysical,
ings, Parapsychology & Kahil
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Argos & Andros Centers
□

Paperback Books
□ Toiletries
□ Gym Clothing
(Argos Only)

□

Souv.enirs

□

Candy

a Magazines
a Sweatshirts
a Laundry Aids
□

School Supplies

□

And More, More,
More
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JERRY STERNSTEIN

Ted Kennedy

Conservatism Risky

Lays Claim

EDITORIALS AND COMMENTARY

NSA Offers Host Of Services
yr Leadership tr a i n i n g
through the -Student Body Presidents Conference, the NSA Coordinators Conference and the
Congress.

Students decide today whether ·usF's Student Government
(SG) will apply for membership
in the United States National
Student Association, a confederation of some 300 college and university student governments.
We think students should authorize SG to make application
.for three reasons:
·

yr An

-international student
visitors service in which some 30
foreign student delegations are
brought to dozens of U.S. campuses.

yr Services offered by USNSA
are worth far more than the initial $22 dues and the $250 dues
.for the second year of membership.

,;, Cooperative efforts to have
a significant effect on educational and social problems. Last
. year the NSA sponsored a
Thanksgiving Fast for Freedom
which helped hungry people help
themselves.
And for individual students,
services include:

14,000 enrollment, would be in the
second largest representation
category and would be allotted
10 delegates. This would give
USF a strong voice in the largest
national student organization in
the country.
yr USF, WITH NEARLY

yr Travel and tours abroad
through USNSA,.s Educational
Travel, Inc. Students take lowcost tours of Europe, find summer jobs abroad, .and get practical travel information.

v USNSA has mon·ey. Lots of
· it. Dues account for $18,000 a
year. But every dollar in dues
,;, USNSA offers a low-cost
·· generates $45 from other sources
life-insurance pla;ri for students
· including the Ford -Foundation,
with $10,000 worth of coverage
the Rockefeller Foundation, the
without physical · exams - and
New World Foundation, the Danwhich converts from term . to
forth Foundation, the Marshall
whole life, even for military serField Foundation and the Indusvice.
trial Union Department of the
,;, The national NSA office
AFL-CIO.
has
obtainea '.discounts on lodg. Until last quarter, SG was a
ings
within- the -United States,
member of Southern Union of
and
with
USNSA's new AmeriStudent Government Associacan
Student
Discount Card, stutions (SUSGA). The _SG Legisdents
can
now
get_retail and serlature decided it wasn't in USF's
vice
discounts
available before
- ·best interest to keep paying dues
only
in
local
_
a~eas
..
and maintaining membership in
a virtually inactive organization.
USNSA has the capacity to be
SUSGA offered few services and
a powerful national stude_n t voice,
did little.
Last August; '. the organization
split
itself into two corporations
USNSA, on the other harid, ofone,
to carry on the funded
fers numerous services for stuas a tax-free body and
programs
dent governments and indivithe
othei·
to
·1obby:for student induals including:
terests in Congress._·
,;, An information ·service of
. In addition, the organization
h and
researc
h andles an annua
· · -1- b u.. dget
·
-program • ideas,
of
.
·
-·
~~l rogram repol t.s.
-·- --··--$825,D1l0, most of -which comes
· yr Specialists in areas of stu------ --·-from·-the special-project grants,
and is thus able to provide more
dent government inter.e st available for corr-espondence, confer- :• s~rvices to each campus .t han the
ences and individual consulta- -~:-,~,- due~~paid by each campus would
·
tion.
:·--~i.lggest.
-

~ ·weekly

newsletters des. c_ribing current national programs and offering suggestions
'; -to help student governments.

Now.

• •

: ·I

,

•

THE TERM "conservative" puts
them · in an undesirable category with
many. The conservative student, contrary to what the liberal thinks, does not
necessarily favor U.S. involvement in
Vietnam. He is not a racist or advocator
of social injustice.
In most cases, the so called "conservative" student is a thoughtful, studious
and religiously-oriented person who prefers to attain his goals through peaceful
means rather than "organized" riots,
demonstrations and violence.
Whether or not the conservative stu-dent stands .as a member of the minori•
ty, it is something that cannot be asserted. It is true, however, that the trend.
today is toward ultra-liberalism and
even professors and other intellectuals
are exposing students to a more liberal
line of thought than ever before.
THOSE WHO THINK it is risky to be
a liberal today because of the hazards of
~rganizing public demonstrations and exposing themselves to America's "brutal

police" must know that the conserva_ Hukari describes the ultra•liberal protives don't have it any easier.
fessors as "refugees from reality" whose
only saving grace is that they have tenA gqod illustration of this fact apure.
·
peared in an article by_Harvey H. Hukari, a graduate student in communications
He criticizes professors who speak
at Stanford University.
strongly about academic freedom and
then assign a reading list which does not
In his article, Hukari openly attacks a
liberal writer who charged that Stanford - contain one author whose political philosophy is to the right of Ramparts magawas a racist university. zine.
"NO THOUGHT IS given to the possi- ·
..:-:HUKARI CONCLUDES his article
bility that the real discrimination which
exists at this university is against crea- · with a list of drawbacks faced by stereotyped conservatives.
tivity, free thinking and those who refuse
to accept the intellectual dictu:ms handed - ·- "Try wearing a Nixon button to
down by a liberal academic establish- - class," he says. 'If you try <to point out
ment;'' Hukari wrote.
· that Barry Goldwater had some valid
programs for ending the draft and cur•
He explained that people are sick of
tailing the growth of government power,
" all those stereotypes of conservatives in
your fellow- students smile and shake
which they are portrayed as greedy, sextheir
heads in mock pity.
ually obsessed businessmen, puritanical
little old ladies with hair growing out of
· . And, of course, if you acknowledge
their ears and trigger•happy Army gen- · in·class that you are a conservative, imerals who are paranoid about Commumediately you are marked as a Bircher,
nism.'' ·
·
racist, an advocate of nuclear bombing
and
as a fundamentalist Baptist."
Hukari certairtly surprised a few liberals with his statement that "the - -HUKARI MAY BE exaggerating a litniggers at Stanford are no longer black
tle, or he may not. At USF, ,ve hear a lot
-students, they're conservatives."
-~qout the Liberal, the ultra.liberals and
BIKARI WRITES, THAT students are :the ultra.idealists, but almost nothing
regarding the conservatists.
exposed to- the intellectual hypocrisy
Are USF 's conservatives afraid to
vomited forth daily in classrooms by
come
out and be tagged with the stere•
professors who make snide references to
ocype of mentally retarded"?
Ronald Reagan, .misrepresent the. meaning of conservatism and - treat students _-.- ·.:·-n this is the case, then it is time we
who may profess a certain affinity for
begin giving .some serious consideration
free enterprise and individual responsi- · to this situation which keeps a segment
bility with the condescending attitude of~tlie •universicy community from exposwhich one reserves for the mentally reing its ideas presenting the liberals with
tarded.
some valid arguments.

·a

~e

WE THINK THE wall in Argos

cafeteria can bring more problems
than it has solved. For example, in
· case of fire or other emergency,
students will have a difficu1t time
escaping through the narrow doors
located on the wall~
Handicapped students, too, are
experiencing difficulty trying to
get through the doors.
It is true that the wall keeps the
noise out, but w2 can't see the
point of sacrificing comfort and
safety to avoid noise. The dining
area, because it is enclosed by
the wall, needs additional lighting
and come the summer months, the
place is going to be intolerable.
WE THINK THE $4,500 spent in

the Argos cafeteria \Vall could
have been used to buy curtains for
the dorms, to make minor repairs,
e·specially in Alpha Hall, or to
paint the rooms in Gamma Hall.
It would help everyone to have
participation in decisions made by
the Housing Office which directly
affect students only.
A student committee working
directly with staff members of the
Housing Office would have certainly prevented ';lunnecessary'' expenses, like the Argos cafeteria
wall.
IT IS ONLY logical that students have a chance fo participate

To A Legacy
Another political reality was
headlined last week as most of
the nation knew it would be. Senator Edward M. Kennedy asserted or at least began to assert his
rightful claim to the Kennedy political dynasty.
The country
and indeed the
world watched
as the youngest
and last of the
four · Kennedy
brothers moved
with characteristic Kennedy
finesse to win
the coveted
Senate Majority Whip position from longtime Senate
p o w e r figure
Russell Long.
The skill and precision with
which Kennedy garnered the
votes to become the youngest
Majority Whip in Senate history
represented the Kennedy flair
for winning difficult and seemingly impossible political contests.
WILL GUIDE VOTES

From his new position as
Whip, young Kennedy will have
a platform _from which to guide
the votes of his Democratic colleagues iri the Senate and to
shape some of the legislation to
be recommended by President
Nixon in the next four years.
It will be from this new posttion that the 36 year-old Kennedy
will be able to gather political
ammunition should he decide
that in four years he would like
to try for a higher office.
Edward Moore Kennedy is
unlike any .of his brothers. His
personality has seemingly blended the. best from the two with
whom _h e was closest, John and
Robert.
Why is it that two Kennedy's
------ have been -slain trying to make
_ -o:.- America a better place· in which
-~ ~ ~ to live and now a third strikes
out on the same path? And why _
do they for a third time in a dee' ade talk about a Kennedy in the
·-~-~ White House?

.

~It therefore behooves each USF

MAN IS COMPASSIONATE

student to vote today to authorize
SG to apply fo1• meinbership in
USNSA.

.. ·- ' ·

The Argos Wall

-_,_ Students eating in the Argos .' cafeteria have started the new
~· year with an "exciting" innovation
·.__ and it has nothing to do with the
menu.
--- The innovation is a removable
wall installed in the cafeferia "to
:keep out the noise from the kitchen."
It is of little or no relevance to
most students whether there is or is
. not a wall in the cafeteria. However,
think a wall which costs
. $4,500 is, indeed, important; especially when we can't see any perti. nent use for the wall.
-

t

-

At a time when liberal students '!!eem
to rece·ive all the attention, the extensive
news coverage and the praise or criticism of the press for their " deeds," one
often wonders where the conservative
student has gone.
In fact, it is not rare to hear some ex-aggerating people say that there are no
longer conservative students in American colleges and universities.
To their astonishment - and discomfort ..:.. there are a great number of conservative ritinds in our institutions of
high~r learning.

· iri decision-making processes that
will affect them. '1]1e wall in Argos
cafeteria does.
It's-about time we eliminate all
walls between students and those
making the decisions for them.

Let's Keep It
Students . have succeeded in
their efforts· to incorporate .a program of v-isitation hours within
USF dorms. It -has taken a great
9eal of work on _the . part of the
Inter~Reside'nce Hall Council and a
lot of thought by -University officials and staff members of the
Housing Office to' make this new
concept become a reality.
But the fact that students now
enjoy visitation houFs in the dorms
goes to show what "organized"
planning can accomplish. Students
in this University now have the
freedom and special privileges denied many residents in other
schools.
We are glad to see a legal visitation program started here and
believe it will serve to develop mature attitudes among our resident
students:- - -- - - The visitation guidelines have
been clea_rly set up by each living
unit and tlie success or failure of
the project will depend on the cooperation and mature viewpoint of
all those involved.
The Uniyersity has allowed for
men and women. residing here to
be able to visit each other assuming that they are sufficiently mature to make the best of the program and not abuse it.
Now that we have it, let's keep
it. Visitation hours may be the beginning of a series of programs to
give residt!nt students - especially
women - more freedom and special privileges and become a
model fdr-<;>thenmiversities.
. ; .

I

JOHN CALDERAZZO

labels: Semantic Ban.ter
By JOHN CALDERAZZO

LeMay is-a Hawk;• Eugene McCarthy

is a Dove. -

.. Staff Writer
Ronald Reagan is a conservative;
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The men, and their labels are familiar to all..of us. And how often, _on television, in the newspapers, even in your
own causal conversation, do the two
become synonymous? Too often, .I contend, since the label is a generaliza.ti<m, the man is not _
The practice of glibly generalizing a
complex indivdual's philosophy or behavior inevitably produces a breakdown in communications which should
never be tolerated, especially in a culas ours so dominated by the mass
media. The dangers of distortion are
· obvious: ·

ture

POLUIOAL FIGURES are the most
conunon: victim of this semantic badinage. Historians are probably the most
flagrant-practitioners ..
But labeling does a lot less harm in
a history book than in the contemporary pres_s, and proP,ably causes less
distortion of major': party politicans
and other celebrities _than to new faces
in the news. (But don:'t tell that to supporters of Batry Goldwater, who still
_ cry long and loud th_at their man was
''labeled" out of the presidency in
1964.)
At least political -. ~abels are a bit
flexible~ i.e., Ronald :Reagan and Richard Nixon are both .Conservatives, but
Reagan is a little more to the "Right"
than Nixon. Besides, the public is
wary, or should be OY now, of the long
history of this political word game.
BUT HOW ~ Americans now

equate college students with long hair
. and political radicalism because of the
Hippie label ? On. the other hand, how
many college students prematurely
judge their parents because of their
membership in the Establishment?
It would be·1udicrous to believe-that
all young people who protest and demonstrate are Anarchists or Communists, and that the police who implement the law are "pigs'' uniformly
guilty of Gestapo tactics.
Yet those _are the labels too often
exchanged- by Jeaders of rivalling factions and too often reported -by the
mass media. The result is needless
anger and misunderstanding on both
sides.

THE CARELE~ USE of words has
gotten out of. hand. Negroes who wear
. · sunglasses and scowl o m 1 n o u.-s Iy
enough are sure to be called Black
Militants, the labels Moderate or Uncle
Tom being reserved for the less vocal
or less ferocious looking Negores. And
any white man who disagrees with a
Black Militant is automatically brand·
ed a Racist or Bigot.
No doubt there are people in the
United States who merit some of these
descriptions.:· But ·when, in the space of
a few weeks, policemen in a dozen
cities are branded Pigs, and protestors
are labeled Anarchists, you've got to
wonder.
It's a new year and there is a new
government coming in. Isn't it about
time all of us set aside the labels and
cliches, and concentrated on understanding each other?

The secret may lie in the fact
that the Kennedy children were
taught from the time they were
old eriough to read that man was
a compassionate animal who
should aide his fellow man and
try to improve his lot.

It may not be that each of the
Kennedy brothers now dead
were so individually endowed
with this compassion and greatness, but that they learned so
much from their experiences in
the world around them that they
became special individuals who
had a very intimate grasp of
America's problems and how
they must be corrected.
Robert learned from John and
incorporated into his own beliefs
those which he thought John
would have carried out if he had
lived . . . together with his own
beliefs Robert created a political
outlook which ignited the fires of
milions who came to him as a
beacon of ·hope.
TED, COMBINATION
Now Ted, will express these
beliefs and ideals on the state of
man which both John and Robert
stood for aµd which he feels both
would have implemented had
they been given the chance.
Thus, the question is answered. As Edward Moore Kennedy's political star rises, the
opinions he will express will be
those from two lifetimes, and yet
a third. He will attempt to express through his voice, for as
long as he is able, the ideals
which his two brothers fought for
and for which he now so valiantly stands.
It must be the unofficial duty
of every American to see that he
is given the chance to speak. For
America has already stained itself red with the blood of men
whose lives were senselessly destroyed.
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NSA:' FQc·using On Mass -Assemblies
'

dividual in American society. White students must no longer
put themselves in the position of determining what is best for
blacks. Blacks-will provid_e their own leadership.
- It Can Be Seen •••
The United-States National Student _Association (USNSA) is
WHITE STUDENTS should use this philosophy in working
. -a cloudy issue with publicity focused upon mass as.sembly conin these two areas: (1) ~ Organizing poor whites around their
_gresses .often dominated by radicals, while work steadily proown -self interest. (2) Educating the white midd)e class to its
· ioration to the withdrawal of so many· concervative campuses need to understand Black Power and to understand its own ragresses in workshops and smaller work groups.
USNSA was founded in 1947. Following are some descFip- in the last year. More likely, however, fue ~loomington fiasco cist attitudes."
_tions of congresses of member school delegates held each year. .was the inevitable result of the Left's attempt to turn NSA into
On drug ·usage NSA recommends that: "All drug abuse is
Ohio· State University at Columb~. 1953 :. Unanimous appro- a sounding board for cmppletely unrepresentative, politic~-opi- treated as a health problem rather than as _a crimin~l offense."
val was.given a resolution which stat€(} that "all citizens of the nions.
·
9n student power, " The USNSA recognizes and supports
-United States are entitled to attend any institution of higher
University of Maryland, 1967: ·While _issues at past conven- the 'student pow~r• movement as a movement designed to gain
educatio°' in any of the. forty-eight states.
tions _have centered on- the war, civil rights and drugs, the~ de- for students their full rights as citizens and their right to demo· ACADEMiC FREEDOM proveq a more vexing problem. _legates seemed most concerned about the future of NSA itself. cratically control their non-academic lives and participate to
_F~r. o~e thing, the NSA delegates had to face the {act that their .
NSA's miage as an independent, closely knit organization the fullest · in the administrative and educational decisionown organization, despite the presence of Harold Stassen on devoted to students interests was hurt when Ramparts magaz- ¥1aking process of the college or university.
their·Natlonal Advisory Council, has been attacked as "leftist." ine disclosed that fue Central Intelligence Agency had bankUSNSA AFFIRJ.'\f.S that through action .and the assumption
But Richai:d ~urphy, NSA's presid~nUor 1952.-53, -probably rolled and influenced the association for more · than a decade. of responsibility, student power encourages self-development,
expressed the feelings of most delegates when he 'said, "We
MANHATTAN, KANS., 1968; An anonymous newsletter en- which is an · integral !!art ·of the educational process.
have people in the association who beiieve in freedom. To some titled· the "NSA Laugh-In" had a .final· comment' "We all love
This year, NSA took a substantive step forward by splitting
this makes them subversive. We are glad tci.. have . them." th·e broad representation of viewpoints here," it said. "Radical, into two _corporations. One will carry on the traditional funded
1
, ·. programs of NSA and will_retain their favorable tax status and
·Bloomington, Ind., 1963: The Sixteenth Congress of.the Na- more radical, and most radical." - .
_
·
ti~nal ·Student · Association will long be remembered . for its
It can be seeQ that NSA's image changes from year to -year . will be known as the National Student Institute.
consistent, .unswerving ineptitude. Estimates of- the number and reporter to repq_rter, but basic policy and codification has
The other corporatio!l will lobby for the political concerns
and interests of the American student in the legislatures and
who actualli listened to the proceedings varied from 5 to 15 per remained the same.
Codification of policy on Black Power reads: "Black Power the Congress on such m_iitters as tui6on, the selective service
·
" -··
cent.
~ __ IT WOULD ~E .gratifying to attribute the· Congres-s' deter- is a si~ ~at the black man is becoming a fully functionmg in: sys_tem, the 18 year old· vote and fun~ for higher education.
By POLLY WEAVER
· Editorial Edit-Or

** I*

Answers For

USNSA Queri8s
-

/

Does USNSA clllim to speak for-all Ameri<'.8ll students?
'No. USNSA claims only to be the most representative student
organization in the United States. It speaks ·only cin belialf of
·the democratically chosen delegates to its annual - Congress.

-

,

-

.

What is USNSA's attitude toward fraternities· and sororities?
,USNSA actively seeks to cooperate in every possible way witli
national fraternities and sororities. USNSA is oppos~ .to racial
or religious discriminatlon in campus social organizatj.ons.
,Many U!,NSA officer_s and staff (the president, for· one) are
Gree.ks.

Is USNSA primarily a. political orgaruza.tion?

No. The · overwhrlmini prep_o nderance of USNSA time and
money is spent on educational .and service programs for stu, ·~ents. As re~ognized by fl.1e g(?ve~ent and i~ ow_n . constitu-1 · :.
IS. a non-profit, non-partisan, non•sectarian, educati.on,
...,_._,.:-- ~
,
association.
tionalUSNSA_
. •

·

·

·~~- li!!lilllmn!El!!•-----~-------•mi
ml'lll!!il!!'~
----12-f!fi- l!l !l~•·-!m*m*!'
·
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CC, Equation Not ·Necessary

·_ What is USNSA's attitude toward Communism?
The Christian Science Monitor has called USNSA an "anticommunist bqlwark." -Through its 12-nian ]jlternationa.1-- Com.mission, USNSA offers positive alternatives to 'Communism to
students-abroad, offsetting the propaganda efforts of the Sqviet ·
· and Chinese governments. !nst~ad of indulging in useless _id~logical polemics, USNSA attempts to introduce foreign stude~ts, ·
especially in the developing countries, to democratic ideals.
USNS,A's firm and continued support of the freedom of speech
and dissenf should never be mistaken for support of Communist
causes or doctrine.

4 ••WI,~

· This is ·a commentary on a
pink paper distributed by
Campus Coalition (CC) during
its, campaign -_ for student

rarit, powerless •niggers" analpower (1as"t quarter).
We ·, understand that. this ogy was-intended only to propaii~r with · •its "apathetic, . · voke action and qestroy apaana
equals igno- · thy among USf students,studentp_owerless
.
.
i .• .

·t
'A •o
.
Ca.m
_ . ·P. .s.:_

.May non-member schoois use tlie services of USNSAf

•

· .. · .. ' : · -~ · ~ · ·

'

•

o-.esoI:. a·.-t_e
~

U_
..
Service., staff assisNo. The Student Goverhmerlt_Information
.
_
ance, program mai-ling~. •in~nce, delegations, background ~ .
publications and other ·services are available -only to member
.
schools. Some publications are available to non-members, but EDITOR:·
at ·greatly increased ·cost. Even if only one service is used_ex- . Doug Griffin wrote an artlcle, "USF campus Dehuman·
· tensively, it pays to be a memb"er.
izing" _and gave one com' ·
_ ·.
plaint after ~moth~ without
_
Do~s &f:filiation bind~ school t-0 USNSA policies?
. No. Member schools ai:e -ask~il- only to accept the USNSA Con- relating the real' basis of his
stitution and By-Laws._'rh~ Co_'nstitution specifically states that compla~t to any su~~tantial
,_ Association policy: is not binding on member student govern- evidence backing· it up. So let
me say how I feel.
'
·
·..
.
··ments.
~ ','Distance ,is one .of -the de..
.
., ·
Is tbe ·USNSA Congress priina~y , political meeting? . - - ~ ·._. hiimrurizing .. aspects cif _the
No. L~e the student body _president and NSA .coordinator con- physical setup of USF,"
· ferences which preced_e ~• -the National Student Congress is pri- wrote Griffin. Well just how is
'
marily an educational event. Delegates spend more than half of . distan~·dehumanizing?
_their tim~ in _seminars, ·conferences ·and v.:~rks~ops .on. student :..:... Perhaps ~-for:;..some people
- government programming. Delegates at the Congress can and w ho· wear ,_µnproper shoes,
· do pass resolutions oil political· topics ; this, however, ·is not ·the · distance could 'be a bit pain- ·
ful, but in general, anyone
primarily purpose of the Congress.
who considers "distance" between buildings , in creating
·dehumanizatioq__in an mdiyidual didn't have much human·ism to' spare to begin· with.

-· ·
l _:_v.__: _~ · ·-•-__

.

·

·

was not necessarily mtended to objectively receive such literature.
to offend blacks.
To ~ake our point clear, we
At thi~ point some may ask:
Well, because you understood would venture to say that
CC's purpose and intent and three-fourths of the peqple
also b~ause this paper was w,!to read CC's pink. circular
diStribu~ed some mqnth or so ' were_. 'Under the impression
th
at the analogy was worded
ago, w:hy bo er about such\ a _th
'
b y c_· C.
delayed response?

WELL, IT'S LIKE

this. say anyone who feels -this tional · characteristics which . Some -who read this "pink .
deep · petsonal insignificance_ are analogous, but for eco- provoker" have probably fornoniical and other 'reasons I gotten it, sure. But on . the .
has a problem.
other hand others (yes, young
Myself;- especla:Ily on these can see why.
I DQN'T KNOW about. you, students at USF) who read it · ·
cool,· windy days, am thankful
when 1 enter ·yqur so-called but most students haven't will probably never forget it.
towering monsters, · because paid enough 'taxes to ·begin_to They took the comments_coilthe warmth they give makes lay one brick of construction. cerning niggers/blacks at surSo what gives any of us the face value without scrutinizDie very comfortable. ·
artistic ·
--AGA:IN, ·~OME OF the moral right to criticize that ing the phrase for
dorms· _remind me . of fac- which others have . sactjficed and/or intellectual .analogy.
tories." , I don't know what · to put here for our benefit. ·~ ·For this ·group, also, the
And when someone tells me . comments were probably·such
factories, you've ever been in
born I'm.supposed to be like every- a ·great reinforcement for the
or, have seen bµt I
and raised in German Town one else I .have to look at members' paternal and enviin Cincinnati, now if you want that individual with criticism. ronmental training th?t they
to· see factories go.--there or · I'm an individual just as we ·sent copies home, saying,
·any of _-oijr --larger industrial :all· are, -sure , .we~e all in- - "Hey, Mom, hey Dad, don't
cities as anyone who has lived fluenced by our environment this ·make y'all proud of our
.
~ and peer,groups but untjl bow school. · • it does us!"
in the city can tell yo1:1.
We, too, are among those_
And if you're --still not ,con- I've never h ~ anyon~ . say
we~re a:ll,.._, suppqsed to . be the who have· not -forgotten this
vinced, maybe you ought, ~
after long delil:ierapaper.
move into the city and 'take' same.
I must agree with Griffin ·on tion as to whether we should ·
.
up residence in a factory.
Also ,-from·- your .;:i.rticle, • _the conditions of some of the r espond tQ it, we obviously
AND IF ONE feels he walks
All kinds of leather gear. -.
five miles a day between _"Minus people,' this'.<$)!1~ tables in the coffee ~hop. 1've ~hose the positive.
. Get with the tuff leather look
·WE ARE NOT respon_ding
classes, perhaps. the trouble one· of ~e most desolafe places only been in there a few- times
All items custom made.
I,
lies in his necessity to do a lit- .I have .ever s~q." Again since I eat at Argos. Rut.i'.v_e becaus-e ·we feel the black
-you're showing,· your' n,µ-row- found that no plac~,. wheth~r . man is yet -as described in the
tie more walking.
mindedness. .To walk- across it be the cnijee - shep,-· the analogy and that we are thus
I - quote I referring #> th
' buildings, "Now a\vare of his the cainpµs especially in -th~ . ---;dGims, . gy.arfy place used by being defensive. We are r einsigniµcance, the student area of the·'F.ioe Arts Build----: group will never be any clean- sponding· because . we feel · the
306 N. DALE MABRY
seems to be absorbed·· by th: _ing, .University :Center and Li- er.than the people who use it. ' people whose minds these cirLARRY HUBERT culars reach are · too narrow
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~J_~b~uil~din~·-~g~a~s~h~e~en~t~e~rs:.._!it.~•:•~~ brary at any· time of the day
· is · for anyone who ·. loves''fµJd
appreciates beauty, a joy. \
IN THE EARLY morning,
as the · sun throws its ray$
upon the dew -grass the whole
· area _appears as a sea of EDITOR:
ceive complete · legal aid for
.
··.sp?-l"klers. And occasionally if
dollars.
five
One cannot help but notice
.you're ·e arly enough, you can the vague position that- a StuHaving attorneys in my imsee the : footprints out across dent at USF occupies with re- mediate family, I know -that
· the . grass ' where· an earlier
. gard to his rights- as ·a student the HELP designed progr~ m
traveler has taken a short cut. and as man. How does one of -· legal aid could be worth
: To· me-to -walk across camknow wherein lies the juris- more than a hundred times
pus aay or night, with nothing ·
diction pertaining to a partic- the five doliars ·whjch· is being
. but -buildings .. a nd -sp~e
ular problem? It would be asked,· rt should suffice to say
a-round -me; -isn't desolate, but
nice-to clear up these difficul- that there have been many
'something· which a lot of stu.poor : r e s u 1 t s involving
ties.
. dents· like myself call the atAn organiz!!,tion; · H E ·L ·p . stildents' ·. rights. ( at South
. mospher~ otsolidity.
(H~p End Legat Problems) is Florida as well as-across the ·
, Again referring to the_buildto establish itself nation.
. ings, · "Tb.ey'Je __all_ b_asically attempting
If .. we students -don't help
and there is a
mpus
a
c_
on
the: same, just as we're supin this critical initial
HELP,
deadline this Friday for
. · posed to be." Yes, the buildplan may never.
the
stage,
HELP to have five hundred ·
ing~ do ha.ye· tiasic construe- members.
materialize and its , obvious···
Although it may not be a benefits will be lost. Are ·we
perfect answer to student going to be apathetic or are
problems, it can be a major we going to take action?

an

was

So

Actually the an,~ogy is ~
abstract from a piece of wnting by a renowned sociologist.
The analogy probably worked
up more ~motions than it
would have if all readers were
in the know as to the source
of the material.
-So we are saying that because the majority of South
·Florida's population is too
narrow· to keep its prejudices
f:0:m being ~einforced by any
literature · ~egative to Jbe
blacks as contained in the
analogy, CC was improvide~t
in its "ends justifies the
means" -attitude or approach
to motiv;:tte ·student concern.
.EUGENE PUqH
2CBS
· ERNEST CREAL
3CBS

HELP

Needs_Help.

..

SENIO-RSLOst Week
. ,.

-

-

For Aef/eqn

Picture$ ' ,·~-.
\

.

Aegean Office, UC 224

.. Compassiont

breakthrough

in

informing

I · read .Jerry Sternstehi's ,and .protecting s t u d e n t s'
."compassionate" article . on ·rigbts. A .HELP pamphlet
Nov. 'lr and found little ·real states that the student can re"compassion" "in it. I am not
questioning 'Jhe reputation or
motives- of either Robert Ken- ·
· ned'y or Martin Luther King,
but I do question· the motives EDITOR:
. of ·Sternstejn.
The Nov. 13 Ora_c le reported
·Sternstein ..said..that men·· of
that Ben Brown opposed fac"compassion"· were rejected
ulty ex-officio memfiership in
by the electorate. . I doubt
the ·Student Asso~iation Legisthat. If Sternstein wants comlature and quoted him as_say- .
passion then. I can assume
ing. in part " : •• it's"time we
that" he wants to display that
_separate ourselves from stu-feeling t'owards the two aIdent - administration dia•
~eged· murderers, James Earl
l9gue."
Ray .and Sirhan Sirhan.
Is 't his the same Mr. Brown
People who de6,r y the call
who advocated student memfor "law 9-11!1 order" and say
bership on faculty and adminthat it is racist forget that if
istrative committees during
the· Weimar Repub}ic had' disthe recent -Chinsegut confer. played a tougher stand, Hitler . ence?
/
would have been ~ecuted or
JF·STUDENTS feel that the
served a ·Jife tenn. But the
judges had· "cb mpassion" and' presence nf the faculty would
the Fuhrer got otlly :a five inhibit student control of their
year sentence of which he affairs and discourage- free
deba te as· suggestoo in your
served only a few months.
T0Q MUCH compassion is story, may we assume that
the cause of much of our pres- the same students also understand that the faculty might
ent lawlessness and murder
Sternstein's column is noth: have some r eservation about
ing b~t a sounding board for the value of student pa rticipa· the s·a me liberal d'octrines tion in faculty affairs?
R.T.GRANGE
that hav-e dragged America
'·
down so far-.
Chairman

Faculty Power

LEONARD T. MARTINO

Anthropology

• • •

We get letters .••
lots and lots of letters. Ther~fore, The
Or1?1cl~'s ~ew policy
will be not to accept an'y letter over
,350 words. Deadline
for letters is n-oon
Friday for the following Wednesday.
All letters must be
signed and the writer's name will appear in the paper
without exception.

FREE

SOAP
to

USF
Students .
Tues.-Wed.-Thurs·
At

KOINKLEEN

e

THE SANDAL SHOP

.

Letters

· LAUNDROMAT
TEMPLE TER~ACE.

SHOPPING
CENTER

·

"Eight Experienced

· Cosmetologists To Serve You"

OPEN 5:30 A.M.•
10:30 P.M.

TERRACE
BEAUTY SALON_.Templ• Terrace Shopping Center
_

Phone 988-2798

.

,

I

u ·s F ARTISTS!
:Art ·s tude~ts_wishing ta place goods·~n a consign-

ment basis contact-anyone -at Gollinkambi Or just
·
·
drop in.

Posters ·-Jewelry-l~cense -Pottery
r·

l2·9 PM

Gollinkamhi

Mon•Sat.

· 1%-6 PM

.

STEPHEN G. LIPPMANN.
-4EDU

..321 Nebraska ·A ve.

HAVE ONE ON~

JERRY'S
)

F~ every-tenth pina you buy at Jerry's,-you~II get
· one·free
Think pizza ~ :- foryour next party - or anytime.
- Think Jerry's!
\

Sunday

.,

'
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USF Catholic Center
Updating Its Image

USF's 'Artist In Residence'
.Gives Office Musical Touch
By BILL BRADFORD
News Editor
The average size of faculty
offices at USF leaves much to
.be desired. They seem very
·cramped. Professors usually
.have books, papers and assorted teaching paraphemal·ia scattered all ab o u t the
room.
When one enters the office
of Jacques Abram, professor
. of music, there are no books
or papers ; just a few pictures
of great composers and pianists.
THE WHOLE ROOM is
dominated, or rather taken
over, by two grand pianos.
Not knowing what to say, the
·writer asked Abram how he
got these things in there. " It
was easy, really. You see, the
·legs hinge and fold against
the body. Therefore you have
,a long flat box."
' Abram left for Vienna two
weeks ago to play with Vienna
·Tonkunstler Orchestra. He is
scheduled to make three per1ormances within a week and
:then return to the States.

"THIS 1\1 A K E S l'tfY 15th
· trip to Europe. I've played for
. approximately 70 major sym, phohies in the British Isles, in
!every Scandinavian country,
in Germany, Austria, France
•and Belgium. Also in a great
:number of American cities,
.including 14 appearances ,with
:the New York Philharmonic."
: Abram has recorded six
-records. T.wo of them were re~ orded in Vienna and four
: solo albums in New York.
: A Texan by birth, Abram
started playing the piano at
:· the age of three. "I was
, watching an older cousin
; practice some of those simple
.'. little songs that instructors
, make you play. ~fter he- was
: finished, I started playing
i them by ear."
:: HE STARTED •practicing
· and at 10, he was heard by a
~ visiting artist in Houston. · He
' then went to New York and
studied at the Curtis Institute
-and the Juilliard Graduate
: School.
, When he was 21, Abram
! won a music award and got to
.' play for the first time prates-.
· sionally with the Philadelphia
Orchestra.

His career since then has
been one of continuqus engagements all over the world.
WHILE TEACHING at the
University of Toronto, he got
a call from USF. They wan ted
him to move to Florida and
teach at USF. "I thought
about it and decided that my
wife, children and I needed a
change of climate - it was
too cold up there. Besides
they made me a dam good
offer. "

Since · the four years as
"artist in residence" at USF,
Abram has seen the division
of Fine Arts grow by leaps
and bounds. He has also started a music appreciation
course (Issues in Music) to
expose students to the classical forms of music.
In his "spare time", Abram
practices from two to three
hours a day at the piano.
"'When I'm preparing for a
concert somewhere, I usually

practice from six to eight
hours a day."
"IF ,I DON'T practice, like
for two or three days, I get
nervous and irritable. I don 't
know what it is but when I
start practicing again I become relaxed and star t to feel
better."
"Issues In Music" will not
be held this quarter, but
"music lovers" must not
worry, it will be offered again
Quarter III.

JACQUES ABRAM
. . . in Vienna

"Aggiornamento" is the
word Pope John used for it.
Roughly translated, it means
"an updating." What 's lost in
translation, however, are connotations of fresh air, and
nuances hinting at "setting
people free.-" ,
Aggiornamento has come,
this year, to USF's Catholic
Student Center.
New attitudes, new ways of
worship, and a new sense of
community service are. now in
evidence thanks to the efforts
of Father Robert E . Farmer,
a 35-year-old priest who is this
year's chaplain .

HELP Tonight
Grads
College
Do
In Ballroom
Disrupt Army?

Psychoanalyze

YourVW,GTO
owners generally agreed With
this portrait of a Pontiac GTO
·
driver.
Volkswagen owners, by contrast, saw themselves as
thrifty, economical and sensible. They rated themselves
much lower than Pontiac owners on such trai.ts as fashion,
sportiness and sex.
The researcher suggested
th at it would be wise for auto
companies to ''point out the
symbolic meaning of the product."
Another study has also
shown that a person's selfimage (what he thinks of himself) has a lot to do · with
choice of car. For example,
owners of expensive, prestige
cars rate the Chevy as unso•
phisticated, shy, stale - and
THE PONTIAC GTO owner even feminine. But drivers of
rated themselves as adventur- low-priced cars fi nd the
ous, style-conscious, pleasure- Chevy bold, fresh, sophisticatseeking and ,interE!jted in the ed - and masculine .
opposite sex. They also saw
other Pontiac· owners that
way. And the Volkswagen

What kind of car do you
drive? It may tell a lot more
about you than you think.
A recent study at Portland
Slate College psychoanalyzed
student owners of cars at the
University of Nebraska. They
found that outside of the Ford
and Chevy, the two most popular makes on campus were
the Volk.swagen and the Pontiac GTO - and so they decided to put the owners o_f
these two makes on the couch.
They found what they were
looking for. The results of
their study, published in the
"Journal of Marketing Research" indicated strongly
that the Pontiac owner is a
different animal than the VW
buff.

Cinemakers

Formed Here
PAR rs, I NC.

WE CARRY A HUGE SELECTION
OF FOREIGN AUTOMOBILE PARTS
AND ACCESSORIES

4218 N. FLA. AVE.

The Cinemakers, a new
club on campus, will have an
organizational meeting for
Ill€mbers on Friday at 2
o'clock in the University Center, (UC).
The membership drive is
for people interested in working in film production.
The club ,has access to 16
mm film equipment and is
now doing the title footage for
the program Accent On
,
Learning.
Officers of the club will be:
Chairman, V. ·B. Cecil; Vice
Chairman, Frank Bentayou;
and Secretary, Reina Smith.

Meet the man
with the
College
Senior
Plan
JOHNNY R. ADCOCK
If yeiu're a..college senior o.e gradate student, Protective Life'~ College
Representative has a unique· life"
insurance-savings-prografu designed
esp ecially, for you. The College
Senior Plan,_ ·which offers special,
benefits at _preferred rates, comes to
you from one of the nation's leading insurance companies. It covers
you in the e,•ent of accidental death
or disability, p ro vides full aviation
coverage, and .does much, much
more. There is no -war exclusion
clause, and yo·u r policy is comp letely. paid up at normal retirement age. Also, premium deposits
may be · deferred until yoµr earnings increase. So)lnd -like a plan
worth investigating? It is. Contact
a Protective -Life College Repre•
sentatiye fo.e foll information.

JOHNNY R. ADCOCK

Adcock-Moore Agency
·
Suite 206
Mariner Building
5415 Mariner Street
Tampa , Florida 33509
Tel: 877-8391

PROO'EarIVE LIFEd,c,J.u,ta,ca.

CO~lPANY

Melle om,:;:c - ,,.WJ!Cltl)I, ~AM4

Wolli"'l-"~ ID. Pru.w..t

_,

"What To Do If Arrested"
is the title and subject of the
first seminar conducted by
Help End Legal Problems
(HELP). The seminar will be
in the UC Ballroom a t 8 p.m.
The seminar is open to the
public and free refreshments
will be served.
Maynard F. Swanson, J r.,
HELP's attorney, one of the
lawyers present, said that the
purpose is "primarily to give
everyone an opportunity to
ask questions."
Miss Trula O'Haire, president and originator of HELP,
is hoping for a good turnout
due to the light response to
the g r o u p's membership
drive.

Employers Cite
Co-Op Students
Two cooperative education
program students were recently cited by their employers
for outstanding performance.
The students are Elizabeth A.
Everitt, and Marshall A.
Heath.
Miss Everitt, 3EDE, received a $150 performance
award from the U.S. Office of
Education, Washington, D.C.
She served as coordinator for
the Office of E ducation's summer program and was cited
for outstanding performance
of her duties.
Heath, 3EGR, was named
"co-op student of the month"
at the Manned Space Craft
Center, Houston. He was
praised for competence in the
checkout of Apollo television
scan conversion equipment

I

Are you upset at the Army
for refusing to defer all graduate students? Well, the Army
isn 't always too pleased with
the college graduates, either.
In fact, if the controversy
keeps up , some hopefuls believe the Army may have to
give up on the graduate stu. dents.
JAMES G. DRISCOLL, in
an article in the National Observer, states the problem.
The Army is edgy about
having the brainy drafted be•
cause when the change in
deferment policy was announced, 'there was some
speculation that large munbers of college graduates
might become enormously
dis ruptive in the Army.
A drill sergeant at Fort
Benning, Ga., says , "I get

USF Awarded

Federal Grant
The Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare has
awarded a grant of $189,425
for the third consecutive year
to USF to support a regional
center which disseminates instructional materials for exceptional c h i 1 d r e n and
adults.
The Southeastern Materials
Center at USF is one of a network of 14 centers established
throughout' the United States
to aid professionals working
with handica pped individuals.
Under the direction of Dr.
Marvin Gold, associate professor of special education,
the center collects and devel-

trouble from these college
boys. They try to get out of
doing chores. The best soldiers have a high school education or less."

SOME SERGEANTS fin d
bright spots in the college
trainees. The , better educated
draftees tend to become
squad leaders and to help the
others. Some even conduct .informal classes at night in
such basic subjects as arithmetic and Alilerican government for the high school dropouts in their platoons.
Graduate students have
their complaints, too.
Tpe main one that emerged
in conversations with a dozen
college graduates who · had
been drafted was that they
are not put in appropriate
jobs.

"TO ME," he says, " a college religious center is not a
ghetto. It's not a fortress
planted at the frontiers of a
university to protect young
Catholics from secular society. "
" We are her/! to provide religious services and a sense of
Christian community to students, and also to help add a
dimension of love to the university and the community at
large."
One way the Catholic students develop "a sense of
Christian community" is by
participating in worship services. Innovations here include "dialogue sermons" in
which members of the congregation are encouraged to offer
their opinions on the subject
being discussed . Topics are
geared toward relevant issues
like birth control.
Students can choose to worship at Masses which have
organ music, guitars and folk
songs, or no music at all.

Student Aid
A Priority

T,he nation's top education
administrator calls student financial aid an outstanding
federal priority, the Associated College Press reported.
However, Harold Howe II,
outgoing U.S. commissioner of
education, sees no "bonanza"
for higher education in the
next few years.
"In my view the most signifi cant federal investment in
higher education lies in makANOTHER GRIPE is that ing college or university opthe instruction is geared to a portunity possible for people
low level of education, and the who wo uld otherwise be degraduates become bored with ni ed it," Howe said.
the repetition.
The commissioner believes
Though the draftees are
grants of the type
institutional
critical of the Army's ways,
month by seven
last
endorsed
most have accepted the situaeducation assohigher
major
tion and just want to finish
been given a
have
ciations
their two years of service and ·
priority.
misplaced
go back to school.
(Reprinted from the FalAid to students should receive first priority, he said.
con Times) .

THE "LIVIKG" dimension
expresses itself in social service projects. In the early
days of Christianity, Father
Farmer says, Romans used to
marvel "see how these Christians love one another !" "We
try to concretize our Christian
love," he says, "by giving of
ourselves to others."
Students are now engaged
in tutoring, Big Brother programs, and religious education activities sponsored by
the Catholic Center.
The Lutheran student organization shares facilities with
the Catholics, and the two
groups engage in dialogues
which both find fruitful.
EACH SUNDAY evening the
center offers " Town 'n Gown"
faculty - clergy discussions
with guest speakers.
This quarter, now that
many organizational problems
have been solved, the Catholic
Student Organization will try
to increase its membership,
aqd to enlarge its community
involvement and religious
education programs. F o r
more inform ation, a booth has
been set up in the UC lobby
\Oday and Thursday.

Taste
that,
beats
the
others

cold! ·

Honest-toPepsi taste!

-2 CHAIRS-

PEPSl•-COLA

8:30 A.M. TO 6 P.M. SIX DAYS

Pick up an extra carton todajl

CHASTAIN VILLAGE MART BARBER SHOP _
PH. 238-4008

7237 NEBRASKA
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Looking For An Apartment? ill@ff:
Try USF Housing Office 1
im
@

The Housing Office, Argos
229, helps students get off
campus as well as on.
"No on-campus residence
halls have been built in the
last two years, and enrollment is constantly climbing,"
said Howard E. Walls, off.
campus housing supervisor.
Taking these facts into consideration, the housing office is
finding a g r o w i n g trend
helping students find offcampus housing.
"A lot of people don't know
the service is here," Walls
said. The service helps students find "approved" housing. "By 'approved' housing, I
mean safe, sanitary and reasonable," Walls explained.
Not strict as many students
think.
The Housing office has a
fjle of available housing categorized according to size.
The list ranges from onebedroom apartments to luxury accommodations.
The office also keeps a file
on students looking for room-

mates. The list records expected requirements and personality traits of applicants.
When other students in search
of a roommate come ifi, the
list is shown to them.

SEE THE

''BETTER IDEA'' MEN

AT

BILL CURRIE FORD

I

AL LUCKEY RALPH SNOOK
II

~j

k

Once the Housing office list
@
is obtained, it's best to call t§
your list of possibilities to determine these things: the
rent, what is 'included in the
t
rent (garbage? water?) , the
deposit, and if a lease is required.
lrn:rn1mrKWN@fr:•i%0

I1

TWO SALESMEN WHO SPECIALIZE
IN USF STUDENTS AND STAFF• .

GET TOP DOLLAR FOR YOUR TRADES!

:!!:~~=ii:!:"l'! !!~¾<~W-Mi™.
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Tests Stolen
-Grades Safe
A twist of fate saved thirtyfive American Literature students some grief last December.
George E. Beauchamp, associate professor of English,
left his briefcase in his car
which was parked outside the
99' R Restaurant. In it, were
final exams his students had
taken. When he returned, the
briefcase and several other
items were gone.
Fortunately, he had turned
in the grades before going to
dinner. Prof. Beauchamp says
he doesn 't want to think about
what would have happened if
he had waited until after din•
ner to grade them.
The theft did work a hardship on him. His entire outline
for this quarter was gone.

THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS
DALE MABRY

FLORIDA AVE.

'67 MUSTANG

Con~ertible . ~•:gundy with blatk top , V.S, auto,
mah c transm1ss1on 1 power steer1rt9 1 $
radio , healer, WSW, wheel tovers , Only _______ _ _ _ _

'66 FORD GALAXIE 500

J 98 7

4-~oor Hardtop, Brome with white
vinyl lop, load.
ed to serve you, the quiet one _______________ _

$1865

'62 f AIRLANE

2-Dr ., V.S, oulo".'olic transmissl~n, radio,
heat-er. Beouhful transportation ___ _

'67 PONTIAC GTQ
.

•

$488

V•S , oulomalit transmission, power steer•
1n9 1 power brakes, bucket

$1824

seats, console, rad1a 1 heater. Hurry-hu rry _ ______ __ _

Women Netters
Face Best Year

Bulldogs,Down USF
STEVE ADAMS
Assistant Sports Editor

By JOHN JOLINSKI
Sports Editor
Things go better with age like wines, cheeses, and tennis teams. Tennis teams??
If this little adage holds
true, then South Florida's
women's tennis team could be
in for its finest season yet, if
all goes will according to tennis coach Joanne Young.

Joe Lewkowicz (left), outstanding S\"immer
this year, shows ~ning form as he goes in
the final lap of the 200-yaTd butterfly. Lew-

Vole

fourt-h .

Sports Car

"I FEEL THAT we will
have an exceptionally strong
team this year because we
have good overall depth and
plenty of valuable returning.
experience," Miss Young
said.
Although the team is far
from .being made up with
wine·s or cheeses, it is however made up with seasoned veterans, having played together
for the past two years.
The team opens the season
next Saturday when they travel to Tallahassee to meet the
Seminoles of Florida State, a
team that Miss Young's squad
lost only one match in two
meetings.

LAST YEAR the lady Brahmans racked up a 7-2 record
with the only two losses coming at the hands of Rollins
College.
Perhaps the highlite of the
year was when USF won the
Florida State Invitational Tennis Tournament. The Semi- .
noles, the host team, were the
runners-up in the torunament,
which had over 17 colleges
competing.
The Braham squad has a .

kowicz won the event with a. time of 2:06.1.
Teammate Terry Brazel (right) finished

Club Offers

JOANNE YOUNG
. . . best Season?
fine group of returning veterans, headed by tcip-seeded
Chris Koutras and the dynasty of the Adams sisters
Tish, Jackie, and Gwenda to
give Miss Young a winning effort. Elesa Nelson, strong
competitor from last. year is
seeded third behind Tish
Adams.

"THESE FIVE girls are
the core of the team right
now," Miss Young explained,
"but we have nine other girls
that will vying for positions
too ~ ho are extremely good.'
Miss Young is still a little
dubious whether or not Debbie Garrison will be returning. Miss Garrison was seeded sixth last year and turned
in some fine performances.
The Brahmans received a
bad break when it learned
that Toni 'Barone, top player
from Broward Junior College,
would not be playing this
year, after receiving a service
scholarship. Miss Barone sustained an eye ailment and
was forced to miss school
I

IPage 7-U.

Fun Rallye
of South. Florida, January 15, 196
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Proficiency Tests In
PE .Will Be Given
Physical Ed1,1cation proficiency tests in seven sports
be given Jan. i2 and 23
for those students wishing to
waiver a particular sport.
Students who wish to qualify for a .waiver in swimming
should report to the Natatorium Jan. 22 between 1 :30 and
3 :30 p.m. ID C9-rds must be
presented.
·
_T.ests in archery, fencing,

and bowling will also be given
that day from 7:30 to 8:30
p.m. in PED 114.
Tests in basketball, golf,
and tennis will be given Jan.
23 from 7:30 till 8:30 in PED
114.
Students who think . they
qualify in these sports, except
swimming, must register at
the main desk in the PED
anytime before Jan. 21.

,vill

lntramurals
'Starting Soon
1·

~

•

THE SOUTH FLORIDA
Three events aJe on ta_p this Delta's 237½.
squad faces probably its quarter in men's intramurals
Phi Delta Theta won .the
toughest campaign when it which i n c 1·u d e basketball, football championship in their
..
meets Mississippi State Col- handball, swimming. Final • division last quarter, when
lege, Florida State twice, sign-up dates are today for they beat Sigma Alpha EpsiMiami-Dade Junior College, basketball and handball and lon 13-6, to give them an undeand Rollins twi~e , th,e only Jan. 29, for swimming. A bas- feated season.
team to mar a brilliant season ketball clinic for all offi_cials
L.'\1 THE GREEN division, Pi
,·
last year.
will be held today and tomor- Kappa Alpha coasted to an
- "I think that if we can get row, and Jan. 20.
undefeated season with an
by Rollins and Miami-Dade in
Women's intramurals in- easy 15-0 victory over Kappa
the beginning we'll have a clude a full schedule with soft- Sigma.
winning season," Miss Young ball, .table tennis, swimming,
In the Alpha league, the 4
said.
and billiards. The deadline for West Gunkys overwhelmed all
'-;_:,~';,:,';.:,-:,:.:.:.:.:.:.:.-:.:.:.:.~:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:_.
- - : -;i,wimming an·i:i ·1:a:ble tennis is its opponents with a total of
J 1,\n. 29.
146 points while onW 19 points
were scored against them, to
··. AT THE END. of Quarter I
win its league.
the overall I-M standings
Beta 3 ·west and Fontana 7-8
.
snowed _Sjgma Nu and Phi finished first in their respecPARTS & LABOR .: - .
Delta Theta of ·the gold diviwWIEKDAY'S 9-6
tive leagues with records of
.
.
sion each tied for first place 5-1-0 and 3-0-0 respectively.
with 270 points: ·pi K a p p a
The P. E. Majors won the
Alpha is the leader in the
Independent · Division with a
10.fOT•A IEllRASKA PH. 932-1559
green league with 290 points,
perfect 4-0-0 mark.
front of T-Unner-up Delta Tau

Yes

On
NSA

The USF Sports Car Club
(USFSCC), after a successful
two day rally last Saturday
and Sunday at Osceola, will
offer a Saturday night fun rallye on campus in the FAH
parking lot. Registration will
begin at 6 p.m.
Outstanding :rallyes that will
occur this quarter include 24
hours of Daytona Feb 1 and 2,
and 12 hours of Sebring held
March 20-22.
The USFSCC is one ' of the
largest and oldest clubs on
campus and occasionally has
supported other ~lubs on campus financially. USF is well
represented at the Sports Car
Clubs of America through students who officiate in timing,
scoring, course works, and
other tasks.
All students interested in
sport car rallyes, autocrosses,
and racing are invited to attend the meetings, which are
held on Wednesdays at 2 p.m.
in the UC.

USF Events Set
18 Saturday nlgh-t fun rallye 6 p .m.
'
FAH lots
26 Sunday Autocross-registration 10
a.m. FAH lots
Feb. 1·2 24 hours of Daytona • 3 pm..
to 3 p.m. Saturday and--Sunday . . .
9 TSD r a llye-registralion noon FAH
lots
22-23 Driver's school (racing) at Osceola
28 Second Annual LSD Fun Rallyereglstrallon 6:30 p.m. FAH lots
Mar. · l Saturday night autocross-reg.
istration 2 p.m. FAH lots
9 Sunday Daytime Fun Rallye-regis•
!ration noon, FAH lots
20-22 12 . hours of Sebring
•sports Car Club of America events

come back midway through meter diving competition easithe meet, winning the one- ly but the Bulldog's Wolfson
meter diving competition by · and Dimling captured second
Before 1 as t Saturday's almost 50 points. Dave Wolf- and third.
'
s\\limming meet coach Bob son of Georgia, however,
GEORGIA OUT swam the
Grindey felt that on paper edged USF's Bob Pfaff for
Brahmans in their specialty,
Georgia was a better team, second.
the 400-year freestyle relay,
but in the water the teams
winning by a comfortable
THE
BRAHMANS
struck
were equal.
margin to make the firull
When the meet was over, he again as Joe Lewowicz took score 69-44.
didn't realize how wrong his the lead and kept it in the
Next week the Brahmans
200-yard butterfly with Georphilosophy was.
travel to the University of
gia
capturing
the
other
two
After being beaten the night
Miami, ar;id Grindey's squad
before by the Florida Gators, spots.
Mike McNaughton improv- hopes for better success, and
the Georgia Bulldogs took reeach week, won the the USF is 1-4 for the season.
ing
venge on the USF swimmers,
200-yard
backstroke for the Results:
defeating them 69-44.
400.yard medley relay Georgia
A SPARSE CROWD of 150 Brahmans, while Georgia's (Callender, Stang, Hazen, StOkesl 3:47.1
watched an exciting 400-yard Watson and Martin took sec1000-yard freest yle-Berry (USFJ, Watson ( Ga.), Lewkowlcz (USFJ, Harri1on
medley relay as Georgia won ond and third.
(Ga.) 11 :0l.5
.
Martin won the 500-yard
:ZOO.yard freestyle ,_ Martin (Ga.),
by just three-tenths of a secNaffz
iger
CUSF),
Tlm~rlake
(Ga.)
ond in the closest competition freestyle with a time of 5:17.0 1 :54.6
SO-yard freestyle as Mike Berry, feeling the efKeent (USF),
of the day.
Kirk (Ga.), StOkes (Ga.) 22.8
-Mike Berry, after having fects of the flu, got second
200-yard individual m!dley - Miller .
Stang (Ga.) , Steller (USF) 2:10.5
practiced only three days be- and Watson of Georgia was (Ga.),
One-meter d iving - Maschlna (USFJ,
third.
Wolfson
(Ga.) , Pfaff (U SF), 213.55
cause of a bout with the flu,
20)-yard butterfly-Lewkowlcz (USFJ,
won the 1000-yard freestyle,
WITH THE BRAHMANS Hazen (Ga.), Kline (Ga.J 2:06.1
100-yard freestyle-Stokes (Ga.), Kirk
while teammate Joe Lwekow- trailing 53-36, they still stood (Ga.),
Naffziger (USF) 51.9
200-yard backstroke McNaugh!CII
~cz placed third. This brough,t a remote chance of winning if
USFJ, Calender (Ga.), Magarahaa
t he Brahmans within f o u r breaststrokers Alan Stelter ((Ga.)
2:10
Martln (Ga.),
500-yard freestyle points, as the score was 10-6· and Bill Kelly had strong fin- Berry
(USF), Watson (Ga.l 5:17
in favor of Georgia after the ishes, but the best they could · 200-yard bre.1ststroke-Stang (Ga.J,
Kelley (USF ), Steller (US Fl 2:21.6
first two events.
manage were a second and a
Three meter d iving Maschlne
(USFJ,
DAVJi; KEENE picked up third as Stang won his first 217.7 Wolfson (Ga.), Dimling (Ga.).
some of the slack in the scor- race with a time of 2 :21.6. ·
Georgl11
400-yard freestyle relay (Kirk, Timberlake, Hazen, Miller)
ing by winning the 50-yard
Maschino won the three 3 :24.S
freestyle with a time of 22.8,
but Georgia's Bob Kick and
Jim Stokes took second and
third respectively, so that
Georgia didn't lose any
Evenings and Saturdays to proground.
Georgia took a 1-2 finish in
mote Time-Life Books by Telethe 200-yard individual medphone from our office. Salary,
. ley as Randy Miller tied the
plus- bonus, easy, interesting,
pool record of 2 :10.5 and the
steady
employment.
Bulldog's Bill Stang placed
second.
Call 831-9201 for interview appointment
Rico Maschino gave the
LIFE CIRCULATION COMPANY
Brahmans a hope of making a
2907 Bay to Bay Blvd.

MEN!

Swim Hours
Announced

l

New hours have been announced for swimming in the
Natatorium. Quarter II hours
are:
1 :30-3 :00 p.m. - Monday,
Wednesday and Friday
7:00-9:00 p.m. - Monday Friday
1:00-6 :00 p.m. - Saturday
and Sunday

TERRACE

~e

and cut-rate liquors

·LJ

8448 56th Street
TEMPLE TERRACE
·

CUT RATE LIQUORS

Next To Pantry Pride

5326 Busch Blvd.

Chicken out ,., ·

BUD'S SPORT CA-RCLINIC

•

10%OFF

TC> USF STUDENTS

3-Man Bil loop

Graduates:

Starts Saturday ·

MARCH -

JUNE

Sigma Phi Epsilon's a _nnual
three-man Basketball Tournament will be .held this Saturday at 9 :30 a.m. in the USF
gym. Sign-ups will extend
through Thursday from noon
to 3 p.m., either in the UC
lobby or outside the Andros
cafeteria.
There will be a men's division and a women's division,
with trophies to be awarded to
the winners in each category.
Marcus Paula, Scott Shaw,
and Corky Thorpe, current
champions for the past two
years, will be the team to
beat as they defend their title.

with the Colonel

Men's Tennis
Team Holding
Daily Practice
The USF men's tennis team
is now holding practice d~ily
from 3 - 5 p.m. If anyone is interested in trying out please
get in touch with S. C. Taylor
as soon as pos~ible in PED
229.

/fi I I \\"'

Dorm Gripes

CAN B·EYOURS! .
Over 200 Firms Are Waiting!
Plan NOW! Register your interestsi and ob. tain full information on interview dates and
locations, to assure yourself that you will be
interviewed by the firms of your choice.
Also check the Oracle Bulletin Board for interview

USF Place111ent Services
'

Adm. 280

ext. 2881

To Be Aired
If you're a resident student
and you don't like the housing
regulations, or the food, or
your roommate, or the mice
in your room, or anything
else, you can cry loud and
long about it at the Resident
Sound-Off, 8 p.m. in CTR 252.
Betsy Smoot, chairman of
the resident affairs committee, said all r esidents are invited to contribute suggestions, gripes and complaints
about any facet of resident
life.
"This is a golden opportunity for students to get problems off their chest," she
said. "Before the committee
can work to make life better
for resident students we have
to learn about their problems,
and tonight we have that
chance."

,

.Colonel Sanders has fresh, hot Sunday dinner for you today.
Boxes, buckets, and barrels full of "finger Iickin' good"
Chicken and all the trimmings. It's ready anytime you ~re.
r

COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE

Ktntuek, fried Ckieka.
3509 E. BUSCH BOULEVARD

OPPOSITE

BUSCH GARDIN$

HOURS

Mon. thru Thurs.
Fri. thru Sun.

/,

11 A.M. - 8 P.M.
. 11 A.M. - 9 P.M.

~~THE ORACLE-U. of South Florida, January 15, 1969

3:30 a. m. NUMBER

9

philip runnels

D.

A FEW WORDS ON THE' CURRENT CINEMA making the
l rounds in the area. Saw a special screening fo " Romeo and Ju1\7, liet'' Saturday morning. (Currently showing at the Crossroads
~ in St. Pete). It's a powerful movie. I went thinking a contempo- ·
rary rendering would be really swell, not being in the mood for
~-! Shakespeare a t 10 a .m., but the production was Hollywood peri.
}i od ... and completely coherent and enthralling.
'
' J
by "children," accomplished actors
The leads were pleyed
.1..:
. ~J in their own right, and it added that toe>-little-found touch that
. t makes a show a dedicated achievement.
ON THE OTHER HA.~D, AT THE OTHER END of the
•,;,;
~1'. aesthetics scale, we find " Candy" doing her thing . · .. on the
~ pool table . .. in the piano ... in the· john .. . in the auto ...
i8 and where anyone needs. It'_1;_ a fun flick. Art was thrown out
;·.: the window and replaced with Lenny Brucetics. Richard Burton
;· may have done for the mannequin what Marcello did for sun
f. glasses and Ewa .what's-her-name probably sent all panty stock
.
;_ up 20 points.
The most interesting feature of the film, however, is the
-lack of a )printed word in the guise of titles, credits, codes · or
"expressed ·appreciations." The impression left is Candy was
born of i.Jµagination, nursed in humanity and built for fornication. Comments on the film have been mixed: "Good Candy,
Board Notices ,nould be sent
it'~ grief," to " pure pig slop." As for my part, "Good grief, it's . to Bulletin
Director, Campus· Publications,
CTR 226" (ext. 618) no later than noon
fun to slop pigs."

>r.;,

i

Wednesday tor
Wedtiesday.

the

chives and !Records Service, Washing-

Radiation, Inc. : Res. & Dev., Mfg .,

Sarasota, (City Manager's Office)
Sarasota residents only, Sarasota; U.S.
House of Representatives, Washington,
C.C. ; Office of Educatio n, Washington,

ditors, Sp. Agnts, Reps ., Mft.; Lib.
Arts, Bus. '& Related F ields.
Tornwall, Lang & Lee; Staff Accountai:,ts; Accounting.
.
J.anaury 29
Canning, Weirs & Salzer : Staff Accts .,
Accounting .
c;oodyear Tire & Rubber: Store· Mgt.
Trainees; Lib. Arts.
NASA - Goddard Space Flight Cen•
ter: Engrs., Physicists, Asfronomers,

ton, D.C., National Park Service, New Engr., Acclg.; EE, ME, Acctg. Ind .
Mgt.
York, N.Y. and Washington, D.C.; City
Royal Globe Insurance Company: Auof Sarasota residents only, Sarasota;

next

of

Send news items direct to "Editor,
TM Oracle, CTR 222 (ext. 619).

Orson _Wells· Tonight
/

publication

·

D.C.

Pre-Law: Department of State, . Passport Division, various locations thr'ough-

Official Notic:es

out the U.S.; Hillsborough County Clerk

IMPORTANT OATE5: ,

of the Circuit Court, Tampa ; National
Archives 'and Records Service, Wash;,X" Grade Removal Deadline: Jan. -- ingto~, D.C.; . National Park Service,
Washington,_ D.C.; and U.S. House of
.
24•
~epresentat1ves, Washington, J?.C.
Degree Application Deadline: Jan. 24.
Pre-Med: Bethesda Memorial HosplWithdrawal Deadline without Penalty:
State
F lorida
Beac_h;
tal, Boynton
Feb 20
Board of Health, Win te r Haven; "'Tampa
· ·
General Hospital, Tampa.1969 AEGEAN dead.line for reserva•
Pre-.Pharmacy: Tampa General Hos.
tions in CTR 224 is Wednesday, Jan . 15.
,
·
Total _payment, from · ·students, faculty pita I, Ta·m pa.
Drop Deadline WifhoUt Penalty: Jan..

31

y

·

SPEAKERS Thursday will
be Dean Robert · Shaeffer, Columbis Teachers' College, Dr.
Wesley Wildman, University of
Chicago, and Dr. Charles

"Who Is In Charge of the
Schools?" will be discussed
Wednesday by Dr. Arnold
Salsbury, P resident elect of
the American Association ot
School Administrators; Dr.
Raymond Patouillet, P rofessor of Education, USF, and
Dr. Clarence Hunnicut, Professor, College of Education,
USF.
The Thursday session will
be i_ntroduced ])y Dr. Cecil
Hannan, of the National Education Association. The major
topic of discussion· will be
"Arbitration, M e di a ti o n,
Negotiation, or What?"

Manker, Assistant Dean and
Professor, College of Education, USF.
' The closing session will be
on Friday, January 24, at the

' . Psychology: City

ancf staff 'is' $1 ($1-.So· If the .book Is to
be mailed) • . No reservations . will be accepted after J an. 15, and no books will
be dist-ributed or sold, in mid-May to
. anyone ·Who does not have a reservation.
1

of

Tampa (Person-

nel DeR_artm!!nt l, Tampa; Fairfield
'HJlls· Hospital, Newtown, Conn.; Juve,.
nlle Court of Hillsborough , County,
Tampa ; Montanari Clinical School, Hialeah; and OffiCe Of Education, Washing•

Math.; EE, ME, Aero. Engr., Math,
Astronomy, Physics.
Procter & Gamble (Jacksonville):
Sales,. Mktg., Ad Ver. Research, Produc•
t ion; All Fields.
· Tr:avelers Insurance Company: F ield
Field Asst., Mgt.,
Supe r"., Sales,
Tra in·ees, Adluster.s; a lt Fie lds .
30
January
.
.
Boeing Company: Engr .• Math, Physicists; Engr:, ·Physics, Math . •
Del We&b Corp.: Accountants; Ac·counting.
ECI : Engineers; EE, ME, IE .
Martin· Marietta Corp.: · Designs &
Dev., Systems, Erlgr., Logistics; EE ,

International Inn with . Dr.
Raymond Shelton presiding.
The conference is open to
students, staff, and faculty
without charge.

Windjammers To Meet;
Geography Club Forms
a.m. on Saturday mornings.
(GTU) is a national profesWINDJAMMERS
The Windjammers will meet
sional organization for . those
regularly at 7 p.m. Wednes- GAMMA THETA UPSll,ON intere_sted in geography. The
Gamma Theta U p s i 1 o n
days and will sail at 10 :30
organization at USF has 26
members. Requirements for
·membersb,ip- are:· 12 quarter
hours ·and a 2.5 GPR in geography and a 2.0 GP.R overall.

SG ·Rally, Raps
Quart-er System

11

., "Compulsion," scheduled for last Wednesday evening,
seerris to be given another chance. It SHOULD be shown tonight at 9 or 10. Starring Orson Wells and Dean Stockwell, the
flick is based on the " thrill" killings of Loeb-Leopold of the
1920's. I
; ·AN H. G. WELLS SCIENCE FICTION STORY, "Things to
C(lme" (1936) with Sir Cedric Hardwicke and Raymond Massey, will be aired Thursday at 7:30 on 38. A War begins in 1940
!ind continues for many~years, almost destroying civilization.
~ The founders of The'· Li'11ing Theatre will appear with film
clips of their productions on 91.mera Three ·sunday at 11 on 13.
If•you're not in the habit of catching the show, you're missing
solid television.
c I THINK "FAHRENHEIT 451" WITH JULIE CHRISTIE
•··
and Oscar Werner will be shown Tuesday night at 9 onl!. Check
yo_ur listings ... I have a conflict of information •.. and the
·
_
film shouldn't be missed.
Ray Charles is g~est on Sunday's Smothers B~t~ers show.

day conference will be Dr.
Raymond Shelton, Superintendent of Public Instruction,
Hillsborough Counzy; Dr.
Jack Davidson, Superintendent of Schools, Manatee
County; and Glen Barrington,
President, Hillsborough Classroom Teachers' Association.
"The School As A Social
System" will be discussed
Tuesday. Dr. R i c h a r d
Lonsdale, New York University, will speak on " Roles, Conflicts, and Values," and Dr.
Vernon Cunningham, Ohio
State University; will discuss
'
urban education.

Superintendents of school
systems from 30 states and
Canada will meet in Tampa
January 20 to 24, for the Fifth
Annual National Superintendent's Conference sponsored
byUSF.
The theme of the conference
is "The Superintendent and
the Teacher in a Time of Crisis." The · conference opens
. -with a dinner a nd a keynote
address in ·the Business Auditorium by Dr. Samuel Shepherd, Assistant Superinten·dent of Schools in St. Louis,
Missouri.
SPEAKERS AT THE fiv~

•

';!t

School SuJ)erS To Meet On Campus

GTU provides a study area
and offers a tutoring service
for upper and lower level ge·
ography students.

said the main problem with
the system is .that the USF
student' is burnened with too·
Officers are Ron Talone,
:{l'lany three hour course of- president ; Lee Richie, viceferings. At many other uni- president ; Wayne Peterson,
versities, the quarter system
is working very well with five i secretary; · Mrs. Cookie : Pathpur courses, which means a terson, treasurer.
_ Student . Sen. Steve _Ander- student need only take nvo or
son, chairman of the commis- three courses a quarter, AnGOLDKEY
sion for internal development, derson said.
In February the Gold Key
Honor Society will induct new
members. Invitations have'
been sent to students with a
GPR of 3.33 or higher with 90
.
rr~J~...J~..Jfil!.JW!il...JW ~
or more · quarter hours. Eligible transfer students will be
admitted provisionally until
15. SERVICES OFFERED. they complete 15 hours with a
1. REAL ESTATE
GPR of 3.33.
2 bedroom unfurnished house·. Learn to fly private, commerLocated in center of Lutz on cial, instrument ratings. by a · Any students who qualify
Government • rated instructor.
Lake. Mrs. Morgan 949-4879.
CF I A&I. For further informa- and have not received invita.
~ob1le homes for rent, also mo- tion write : Pat Neville 4951 46
bile homes and lots for sale m
tibns can obtain application
Ave. N St. Pete .Fla. 33709.
·
.
·
'
Hillsborough and Pasco coun- ~
forms from the Student Orgaty, on lakes as low as $50 -p er ASSIDUOUS RECTIFICATIONS
.
nizations Office UC 156-A. The
mo. Call now and save while, PERF<:JRMED
b th
to
d
fr
y
. es, . ien s, you . o can e e society's mailing address is
they last. 949-5692.
first m your ne1g):lborhood to
stereo or TV serviced UC Box 410.
l • APTS • & HOUSES bhave your
t f
. t t d'
mg proponen O
San
OU
an
Y
------the electronic art. Contact your
Female roommate wanted to faithful servant Jim -Peterson at
share air-cond. new house near 935-9158 . after 5 for low-cost
GET
Bearss Plaza. P rivate - located guaranteed repa1·r·s. EXCELSic
·A
·
in country. $62.50/mo. Share ex- OR!
penses. Call 935-7362.
Nearly 1,000 students gathered on the mall between the
University Center and the Administration Building in sup-port cif the SG's campaign to
revise -the - existing quarter
system at USF.

0RI\.CLE CLASSIFIED

ADS

Ion, D.C.
Sociology: Division of Welfare, Hospi•
Thursday and Friday, Jan. 15·17, with- tal and Welfare .Board, Tampa; Juve- ME, Math, Physics.
U.S. Steel Corp.: Mgt. Trainee (Prod.
cut charge. Silting app'oinlmenls should nile Court of Hillsborough county,
~.'."~~ ;;/dvance in' the Aegean of• io".;;'b~t Office of Education, Washing- or Mainlenanc~l:n;anr~n3~rs.
Ernst & Ernst: staff Accountants;
· Speech: NASA-Marshall Space Flight
Semin.ar Lectures:
• Jan. 17, 2 p.m., Physics Auditorium; Center, Huntsville, Ala.; Florida Coun- Accounting.
Dr. Alex E. S. Green, UF, "Atomic cil for, Prevention of Bli ndness, Tampa. Honeywell, Inc.: Design & Dev.;
Zoology: Encephalitis Research cen- Prod. & Qua lity Engr., Acctg., Adm.;
·Physics and Planetary Aeronomy."
., Jan. 17. 2 p.m., Cl:IEM 105; Dr. J. t. tet r,,. Tampa; Food and Drug Adminis- EE, ME, Acctg., Bus. Adm., Econ.
Slelnfield, "Laser Studies of Vibration- ra ,on, Washington, D.C.; Game and pu no 2 continu ing education
Prod. & Qua lify • Engr., p.cctg., Adm.;
Fresh Water Fish Commission, various
al Energy transfer."
Research Cooncit - Deadline for ap- locations in Florida; Marineland, St. . EE, ME, Acctg., Bus, Adm., Econ.
plication submissions for faculty Augustine; Silver Springs, Ocala;
Tampa Genera l Hospita l, Tampa ; U.S.
release~time awards is Jan. 30, s p.m.
, Contact Dr. w. H. Taff, AOM 299 for Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, loca- ·Continuinn Education
'll
tions in Florida and south Carolina;
• further information.
PROGRAM PROJECTiON
Fellow Programs _ Academic year U.S. Coast Guard, Washington, D.C.
,. _
Highlights on Channel 3 this week include:
. Jan. 16, Tax Seminar for Small Busi•
ENGINEERING
1969•70 Office of Education Fellows preWho Is Victor Vasarely? A look at the Hungarian-porn art- grams
now available; deadline Is Jan. . Aero.space_ Englneer·, n~-. Air Force ness,• St. ·petersburg Campus (Schier) .
Jan. 17, Tax ~eminar for Small BusiForce
Air
Patric•·
Range,
Tm
Eastern
Fel-faculty
.summer
ASEE
&
NASA
20.
ist who is considered to be the founder qf "op-art." Tonight at lowship• programs· for 1969 are also . Base, Fla.; City of Holly.;ood, Holly- ness,
Tampa Campus (Schier).
in
house
10 :30 the show tak~s place at his extraordinary
available; deadline is -Feb. 15. Contact wood, Fla.; Genera l Electric, Apollo · Jan. 17, Fire Prevention Standards as
.Function, St. Petersburg Cam,
Design
•
Canaveral,·
Cape
Department,
office .of Sponsored Research, ADM 299. su.pport
,
,
Gordes, France.
'
. Personnel - Payroll Sign-up, including International Business· Machines, H•-ts• pus (Kopasky).
Educational Workshop, Arca•
20,
Jan:
C~nSpace
A·Goddard
S
NA'
Ala.;
ville,
.will
cnanges,
deduction
and
insurance
"THE NATIONAL THEATRE OF THE DEAF'·' at 9 p.m.all be ·handled In ADM 280 instead ol !er, Greenbelt, Md.,· NASA-Manned dia (Sulloway).
Friday presents selections from the repertory of this virtuoso ADM 127.
18. RIDES
SuperNationalCampus
5th Annual Tampa
Jon.- 20-24,Conference,
Spacecraft Center, Houston,· NASA- lntendents
8 MUSICAL
Wallops · Station, Wallops Island, Va.; (Sulloway).
troupe of professional deaf actors.
•
Jan. 21-24, Fundamentals cf Supervi,
Naval ' Air Rework: Facility, · Jackson•
~ampus Date Book
t
Need ride on Thursdays to and
Mel Torme is featured in some of his best songs, ·"Route ·
· INSTRUMENTS
slon, Tampa Campus {fellows).
ville; Naval Ordnance Station,· Indian
Times an·d pla'ces of organlz~tions
Continuing
of
Clearwater. Have classes
Directors
Area
22,
Jan.
and
Research
Ship
Naval
Md.;
Head,
AT
Ei(i/ "When Sonny Gets Blue" and "Quiet Night" on Jazz Casu- . meeting regular ly are posted oil lhe Development Center, Washington, 0 .C.; Educat ion Meeting, Ta mpa Campus - - - - -.- - - - .- - - from
from 10:00 to 3:00. Will pay.
UnlversilY Center lobby bulletin boards. Office of -Education, Washington, D.C.; (Rodriguez).
aj Saturday at 6 :30.
.
1bson thin holl?w• Phone 447-6379.
Jan. 23, Stale Cont inuing Educa tion GUITAR, G_
Picaflnny Arsenal, Dover , N.J .; P ratt
. r , __ , _ ..... ..
,
....
s1z~
Compact
electric.
body
:'.,;: R-Ol\lAN POLANSKI IS FEATURED in an interview in the
Directors Meeting, Ta mpa Campus
and ,-.Wfiitney A irdaft, West Palm
TODAY
...
·.
easy to play. Sensitive pickup ·,
{Rodriguez).
~each; War-n~r RobbinC Air Force Base,
Recr uiting, 8 , a.m., UC
·- 'lrfun Genera tion, " Tuesday at 9. A showing of'his "Mam- 223.q.s. Marines
Ja n. 27 (week of) , Educational Work- adjusts. $125. Philip TO\'>'.Iles · Ale !ffe.JW.~£4,,J A.ru .>..:....®.rnifu!
- ·
•.-.. ".
·Macori~.. Ga. · )'
a. ·
·.
(Sulloway).
Gorda
punta
shop;
Box·
lion
~
"ng:
Engl
•
CI\Emlcar
~··
9
Drive,
Membership
Student
Catholic
!Eals" will be featured plus excerpts of his first film ' 'Two Men
. ' . :_ · r.:-' ic
Jan. 28, 29, Safety Management pha 232, ext 2307.
Board Company, Jacksonville; Argonne
a.m ., UC Lobby.
and Wardrobe" along with other Polish films.
Meet the Author Luncheon, noon, UC National Laboratory, Argonne, Ill.; City workshop, Tampa campus (Drum).
Workshop,
Hour
and
Wage
29-31,
Jan.
I.
E.
Fla.;
1
Hollywood,
Hollywood,
of
.
255-q.
ADVERTiSING RA'r'ES
• Watch for "The D;i.vid Sus_skind Show" beginning on WUSF
-9. MOTORCYCLES
Meet the Author - Richard Powell, 2 duPont , <!e Nemoy!:,S _and. Co., Kinston, Tampa campus (Fellows).
5,,lines
""' ,..
,_ , N.C.; : Aiken, Camden, tancr Florence,
UC 252.
Ji,tt Wednesday at 8 p.m. Susskind plays host to .controversial p.m.,
~
•
•·
~
1
..
S.C.,' arid , <:hatta.nooga;I Tenn.; , Fqr<!...-w.• ·•• ,co~TIN\HNG THROUGH:
& SCOOTERS
_Bridge Lessons, -? p.m., UC ·47. _,
, .. (27 characters/line) · ~--, $1.00
·
~ ests on the new discussion show.
student Organ,zat,ons, 2 p.m., tJC Motor· ec., variout; Gener al Electri · Fe~, ~~•.) 'Pt•on•I De~elop'?'ent & Im ,
Additionlil;Line .'. _;~.x •;:;l:. .15
.
' ...., co.h <Rome;. Ga .; Goody'ear Tire 'and • provemenJJob l eadersh1p Skills, Tampa
158.
....
67 Ki1;wsask1 cycle, _100 cc good Repeated,; 2.-:4:Issues , . .--;:1-c., .90*
Camp~s (Schier•>:
Sport~ Car Club, 2 p.m., UC 203 ..... >i Ru.bber, .C.o., Akron, bhio; Kaiser A;:ri•
AT CURTIS HIXON THIS
ProComputer
Of
Principles
27,
_
Feb.·
Oi'd·
world · Affairs,.. 2 p.m., UC 204, ~ - cul)ural Chemj!:als, Tampa; Naval
More than 4.issue!i ""'" , . .75*
condition. Helmet mcluded gr.amm1ng, Tampa C~mpus (Schier).
riance. stiitionl' Indian Head, Md.; Pleat•
2- i:!·!'11·,·uc 21~- .
P.A.C.C .,
WEEK: A Vacation and trav· *Per five lines (27 characters) .
F~b. 2?• Understanding Human Be- $130. Call 233-3571. ·
inny ArsenaG - Dover, N,J .i SmithDean Fisher· Open Dllcussion
el show featuring domestic Dorm Housing, 2 -p.m ., UC 2s1 .
Douglass Division (Borden Company), t,av,or 1n . Buslnes_s and Indust ry,
~ ~ - m % W&t.'H/&Z".,,¢,.'E$J
10• AUTOMOTIVE
Plant Ci!Y; Tampa Electric Company, -, Tampa campus (Schier).
·coffee House, 2 p.m., ENA.
and, foreign airliqes, vacation
M,areh 3, Contemporary.Moral Issues,
Tampa; Warner Robins Air Force
Political Union, 2 p.m., SOC. 128
.
Tampa Campus (Sullowav) .
Base, Macon, Ga.
senior Accounting Org., 2 p.m., BUS
resorts and steaII)ship comJune 2, Chartered Life Underwriters, '66 ·vw Deluxe Sedan, 'deluxe
Civil Engineering: Air Force Eastern
panies will be held Friday- 107.
.
.
Test Range Patrick Afr Force Base , Part I, Tampa Campus (·Fellows).
THURSDAY
June V Chartered Life Underwriters, rad10 , sea sand_ exterior. Black
u.s. Air Force Recruiting, B:30 a.m., Washington.' D.C.; City of Hollywood:
Sunday from noon to 10 p.m. UC-203.
Hollywood, Fla.; Corps of Engineers, Part lit, SI. Petersburg .Campus (Fel• interior, new tires. $1150. Call
238-4008
.
.
·
with 50 cents admission • . • A
Catholic Student Membership Drive, 9 Jacl<sonville and Tampa, Fla.; Florida lows).
_
·
June 2, Cl!artered Life. Underwriters, ·
state ·Road Department, various locaUC Lobby.
free concert by the University a.m.,
lions in \Florida; Goodyear Tire and Part IV, SI. Petersburg Campus (ffel• For sale 1 set of 14-mch mags
BIS, 9 a.m., UC 205,
standard 5-bolt
of Tarppa and MacDill Air
BIS Luncheon, 11 : 50 a.m., UC 255-6. SRhubbeRr Company, Akron, Ohio; Naval 10jii~~ 2 Chartered -Life Underwriters & 2 good tttires, F'ts
GTO ,.~
' Ch
,
'
1p esearch and Development Center,
BIS, 2 p.m .. UC 158.
.. New Air Conditioned Facility Serving H~t Meals and
. = ,
evy pa ern. I
Force Ba1;1ds wil,1 be given
American Chemical society DiMtr, Washington, D,C. Office of Education, Part IV, Tam~T~'k"¥.~sG'.Fellows).
• .
Offering Expert' Supervision '
II, & Corvair. $80
Chevy
Chevell
. h 1 1.1 1
·
E
. 11
,
J
Au•
valley
Tennessee.
D.C.;
Washington,
55-6.
2
uc
p.m.,
6:30
Sunday at 8 p.m. . • • PP&M
an. ~26, 6,razi ans ng 1,s ns I u e, Call Mike 988-7661
Amateur Radio Club, 7 p.m., UC 204. lhority, K•noxville, Tenn.; U.S. Army
·
UD
(Sull_oway).
Campus
Tampa
Ala.;
Fri.
•
Huntsville,
Mon.
d,
n
CommaMlsslle
201.
UC
p.m.,
7:30
Club,
Esperanto
•.•
30th
are coming on . Jan
Jan. 14-Feb, ·4, Child Growth and DeStudent Lesislature, 7:30 ,p.m., UC u.s. coast Guard, Washington, D.C.
and other locations; Warner Robins Air velopment,. Tampa· Campus (Sulloway). 14 HELP . WANTED
252.
•
Jan. 14-March_18, Navigation, Tampa
FAN'l'ASTICKS" Bergman Film Festival' "Wild Straw- Force-Base, Macon, Ga.
, 1
"THE
Male, S:emale
,
Electrical Engineering: Air Force Campus (Sulloway).
BSA.
OPENS NEXT WEDNES))AY berries,'' 8 p.m.,FRIDAY
'\
. Jan. l4-March 25, Theatre Apprec1aEastern Test Range, Patrick Air Force
(Sulloway).
Tax seminar for Small· Business, 9 Base, Fla.; Argonne National Laborato- t,on, Tampa.Campus
at the U of Tampa and runs
20
Jan. l6-Feb. - Shakespea re, Tampa Part:time jobs available in· sellry,· Argonne, Ill.; Boeing, Cape Kenne'
.UC 255-6.
through Saturday. Curtain is a.m.,
W
Catholic Student Membersll lp Drive, 9 dy; Central Intelligence Agency, wash• Campus (Sulloway).
estJan_. . 16-March 20, Great Negro Per- ing and clerical work.
ington, D.C.; City of Hollywood, Holly.. UC: Lobby.
JULIA MONROE
8 :30 p 1m. and reservations a.mBIS;'10
fashion
newest
Plaza's
shdre
Men,
Black
of
B1oaraph1es
sonalit,es
Company,
wood, Fla..; continental Can·
a.m., uc 205.
Phone 935~5107
In "The Drunkard."
store. Call 872-8401 fo r inter- 1320215th St.
Tampa, Houston, and New Orleans; De- St. Petersbu_rg Campus (Fe\lowsl.
can . be mil,de by phoning 253BIS Luncheon, noon, UC 252E.
fense Personnel Support Center, Phila• . Jan. 18-May 3, CPA R_ev,ew Program view. THE EMPIRE.
Motorcycle Club, 2 p,m., UC 203.
3726.
(Schier).
Campus
Tampa
l,
Il
and
Nemours
de
duPont
1.
E.
delphia;
UC
p.m.,
2
sRG Platforin Committee,
Company, Camden, and Florence, S.C.i .-.-.-.-.-.-.'-.-.-..,-.-.'-.,-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.,-.,-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-;.,-.-.-.-.-.-;.,"".~.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.""'.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-;.,-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-;.-.-.-.-;.-'I.,..
Lest you forget, upcoming events incdlude: Victor Borge in 21 3.
E lectron ic Communications, Inc ., St;
Movie: " Farenheit 451", 7:30 p.m.,
Petersburg; · F lorida Power Corp., st.
"Cqmedy in Music" at Curtis HiJ:con Jan. 24; "The Cactus BSA.
Petersburg; Florida Power and Light
Band Dan<:e, 9 p.m., UC 248.
Flower" by Abe Burrows opens Jan. 23 at Bayfront Center for
Co., var ious locaHons In Florida; Ford
SATURDAY
'
Motor Co.I Atlanta i and Dearborn,
Delta Kappa Gamma, 10: 30 a.m ., UC
a three-day run; The Lipizzan Stallions are coming . to Curtis 255-6.
Mich. ; General Elect ric Co., Cape canavera'I and, Rome, Ga.; Goodyear
Delta Kappa Gamma Lunchecn, noon,
Hixon Jan. 26; more on these next week.
Tire and Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio; tn255'6.
. "UNDER THE YUM-YUM TREE" has been held over af UCMovie:
ternational Bus iness machines, Hunts•
"Far.en'heit 451'', 7:30 -p.m.,
ville, Ala.; Martin-Marietta Cor.p., 0r.:
the .Showboat Dinner Theatre and "The Drunkard" is going into BSA.
lando; NASA-Kennedy Space Center,
SUNDAY
·
Alpha Epsilon Phi Installation, 10 Ca pe Kennedy; NASA-Goddard Space
its third week at th1 Holiday Dinner Theatre.
Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.; NASAUC 255-6.
THIS WEEK IN THE NOT SO WEffiD DEPARTMENT: a.m.,
Lang ley Research Center, Hampton,
Tri Delta, 6 p.m., UC 2.52E .
NASA•Wallops Station, Wallops
Va.;
6:30
Sisters,
Little
Alpha
Kappa
Pl
asking
We find a kindly lady writing the Times-Tribune Sunday
Island, Va.; -N aval Ordnance Station,
p.m . UC 205.
' the question, " When is this (Department of Welfare's) discrimi-·
Indian Head, Md.; Naval Ship Res arch
Zeta Beta Tau, 7 p.m., UC 203.
Movie: " Farenheit 451", 7:30 p.m., and Development Center, Washington,
nation against the white people going to end?" Her' nam(l? Mrs. •.BSA.
, D.C.; Oftice of Education, Washington,
·
D.(;.; ·P lcatinnv Arsenal, Dove r, N .J.;
MONDAY
T. H. White.
Tampa Electric Co., Tampa; Tennessee
Annual National ·Superintendents: Con•
Valley Authority, Knoxville and Challaference, 8 a.-m., UC 248.
AEGEAN SENIOR PORTRAITS will
be taken in CT,R 2-48A Wednesday,

Roman Polanski_ Tuesday:
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BREAKFAST SPECIAL

Want . To Attend

Th~ lnoUi,ural?
With the inaugura tion of ivill leave the University CenPresident-elect Richard ·M. ter at 5 p.m. Friday, Jan. 17,
Nixon set for January 20 in and return Tuesday, Jan. 21.
this year of extreme student .,Apartments will be available
interest, the Campus Ameri- at no additional cost through
cans for Democratic Action prior arrangements by CADA.
Interested persons should
(CADA) are seeing that USF
students get a chance to at- phone Mary Stanwix-Hays at
extension 2330 or Jeff Smith
tend.
USF's CADA is chartering a at 935-7808.
bus to Washington,' D.C. at a
cost of $34 round;trip. The .bus

Physics Sponso~
Planet~ry Talk ,

Dorms Have
Vacancies

Raymond King, director of
Housing and Food Services,
Tne Physics D~artment said there are vacancies for
will sponsor a talk on atomic both men and women in the
physics and planetary aero- residence halls.· ·
"The twenty-mile restriction,
nomy in the Physies- Auditorium (PHY-141) _Friday at 2 has been lifted this quarter,"
p:m.
King said. "The fees .for resiThe lecturer will be Dr. dence halls are the same as
Alex E. S. Green, interna- always," he added.
tionally known scientist from .
For further information,
call King at ext. 76L
the University of;F.lorida. '
'-- u

\

,l_

•

inooga, Tenn.; U.S. Coast Guard, washington, D.C. ; Union Ca rbide, Oak
·Ridge, Tenn.; VITRO, Huntsville, Ala.;
Warner Robins Air Force Base, Macon,
Ga .; Westinghouse, Tampa, Fla.

., Personnel C-ommit1ee, 8 a.m ~, UC
Lobby.
Town and Gown, B p.m., UC. 252.
TUESDAY
· Fundamentals of su·pervision, 8 a.m.,

Industrial Engineering: Air Force
Base, Fla.; Alton Box Board Co.,
Manufact1.rBramlett
Jacksonville
ing Co., St. Petersburg; City 'of Holly-

UC 200.
Annual Nat'I Superintendents Cnnf., 8
a.m., UC 251.
Personnel Committee, 8 a.m-., UC
.
Lobby.
Superintendents Luncheon, noon, UC

Eastern Test Ra nge, Patrick Air Force

1.

.

252.

Deans Luncheon, noon, UC 255-6.
WEDNESDAY, JAN . 22, 1969
Personnel Committee, a a . m., UC
Lobby.
Fundamentals of Supervision, 8 a.m.,
.....
UC 251
ToP College Girl VatiM, 8 a .m., UC

Lobby.

,i.-

Top College Girl, 2 p.m., UC 248.
Coffee House, 2 p.m., E-NA.

Co-Op Education · -

wood, Hollywood, Fla.; E. I. duPont de
Nemours and Co., Kinston, N.C., camden, S.C. ; FMC..<1 Corp., Lakeland ; Ford
Motor Co., Various; General Electric
Co., Cape Kennedyi G'"oo<Wear Tire and
Rubber Co., ·Akron, Oh io; Honeywell ,
St. Petersburg, Tampa; International
Business Machines, Huntsville, Ala .;
Naval Ordnance Station, Indian Head,
Md.;

Naval Air Rework Facility, Jack,

sonvllle; Office of Education.,_ Washington, D.C · P icatinny 1 Arsenal, Dover,
N.J .; Warner Robins Air Force Base,
Macon, Ga.; Westinghouse, Tampa.
Additional openings wrn ~ listed
next week.

TODAY
•
· lnformatiOn Session for students inter•
ested in Cooperative Educatlon Program , 2 p.m. (free hour), ENG 4.
Post-training Period ' Conference for
The following organizations will be interviewing on campus. 'check with
Co-ops in College of Basic Studies, 2
Placement, ADM 277, ext. 2895, for Inp.m . (Free Hour), E NG. 3.
Keep Address Current- All c~ps
terview locations, to schedule apPointon Train ing ,Assignments must keep the ments, or for further information.
co-op Office supplied with their current ·
· January 27
Evanston Township High School
address if thev desire to receive adTeacner positions; Secondary
(Ill.):
vance copies of the Quarter 111 revised
schedule as we ll as Worksheet and
Education.
other registration materials. If you
Bureau cl Federal Credit Unlons: Ac•
need a copy of the USF Cata leg, wrlle ~ountants; Accounting .
the Co-op Office now with your request.
EMR - Telemetry: Design Engineers
I

Placement Services

Co-Op Placem'ent
More than 150 employers are currently

seeking USF students for Coopera•

tive Education Training assignment for
Quarter 111 Training Period s ta rting
Monday, March 24. For further Information visit or phone the Co-op Office,

ENG 37, phone 988-4131, ext. 171 .

1 EGG 1 STRIP BACON & TOAST

Ana lysl-Progm.; EE, Math, Physics.
Exchange National B"'1k : Bank Mgt.
Trainees; Business Ad., ~cclg., Fi•

PLUS TAX .

na nce, Econom ics .
Misener Marina Construdlo"'· Inc.:

Proj. Engr.; CE.
Sperry Microwave: Res. & Dev.,
Electronics, Radio, Ind.; EE, IE, Phys-

ENTREE; VEGETABLE, SALAD, ROLL & BUTTER, COFFEE 'OR T~A

ics.

January 28
.
Among openings now listed are the
American can Co.: Mfg., Acctg.,
foll owing :
Mktg., Res. & Dev., Ind. Engr .; Engr .,
LIBERAL ARTS
Bus. Adm ., Lib. Arts, Chem.
Department of
Political Science:
Anaconda Wire : Res. & Dev., IE,
State, Passport Division, various loca• Sa les, Mfg., P{ly., Acctg., Personnel ;
tions throughout the U.S.; General Ser• EE, ME, ChE, IE ., Acctg., Ind. Rel.
and
vices Administration , Atlanta
Internal Revenue Service: IR Agent,
Washington, D.C.; City of Hollywood Spec. Ag., Revenue Off., Tax; Acctg.,
(C ity. Manager's office) , Hollywood,
Bus. Ad.
Fla.; Hillsborough County Cleric of the
Montenegro & company: Staff Accts.1

Circuit Court, Tampa; National Ar-

DON'T FORGET
SCIENCE CENTER
COFFEE SHOP

UNIVERSITY:CENTER

.Food·Service From Morrisons ·
~

.

·?.

Accounting.

•\
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44 Brazilian Students Here
As Guests For Two Weeks·
By RICARDO PLANAS
Staff Writer
Brazil '69 is here. Fortyfour Brazilian students arrived in Tampa last Wednesday, and will be our guests at
USF for the next two weeks.
They are all members of
the Language Insitute in Brazil, and are here for a first
hand contact with American
s tudents.
"They come to practice the
English language," says Professor Jack Minas, who is
guiding the group on the tour.
The trip to the US is one of
the advantages that members
of the Language Institute

enjoy. It has served to interest 13razilian students in the
study of the English language,
he said.
Anyone can notice , them
around campus, for they all
move together from place to
place. But individually, there
are many who could pass for
American students, • even in
the way they dress.
Of course, there are always
a few exceptions, like KliciaBoufala Salgado, a beautiful
Carioca, whose black hair and
dark complexion would stand
out in the crowd.
Like most Latin Americans,
one word' that would not go
with their personality is

UC EVENTS

" shy." • They are the most
fun-loving people anyone can
ever expect to meet.
Most of them have been
very inquisitive about American ingenuity and technology.
Carlos Roberto Barbosa, was
very much impressed with
our luxurious_buildings. "You
people are very lucky to have
all this," he said in broken
English.
But Cintia Silveira de Assis,
the most vivacious girl in the
group, reflected for a moment
on what she had seen. " In my
country, there is a lot of poverty which our generation
should help to put out," she
said.
Luiz Almeida M a r i m s
Filho, from Sao Pa ulo, is Governor of Rotary International
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Vote
Yes

and Rotaract Club for a district in Brazil. He is also the
representative of the group.
When asked about his first
impressions on the students at
USF, he said: "They are less
receptive than us. " They are
also less warm and friendly
than other people he has met,
even among themselves, he
added.
Wednesday night, a reception where Brazilian and
American students met officially for the first time, was
held at De Soto Hall, which
opened its doors .for the first
time to welcome our guests.
Following thei r stay at
USF, some of them will go to
Miami, New York and California, and then back to their
country.

For

NSA

UC Membership
Drive This Week
The University Center Membership Drive this week, is
geared toward US.f students interested in organizing and planning events and activities for USF. The University Center Organization is composed of 10 student committees who plan
· events ranging from Big Weekends to beauty contests, visiting
lecturers, art exhibits, and recreational tournaments.
The 10 committees are: -Movies; Music, Recreation, Hospitality, Fashion, Special Events, Personnel, Dance, Arts and Exhibits, and Inter-Communications (Public Relations and Public-

ity) .
STUDENTS interested in joining should inquire at the registration table in the c;i'R Lobby through Friday.
Next Wednesday evening, at 7 p.m., all students who have
expressed an interest in joining will be invited for refreshments
and an informal reception by GOmmittee chairmen in the UC

255. ,

After the reception, applicants will be screened for an appointment to a committee.

Top Girl Contest
All girls who have- entered the "1969 Top College Girl on
Campus" Contest will be presented to the USF students next
Wednesday, at 2 p.m. in the Ballroom. Students may vote in the
Lobby from 10 a.m. until 3:30 p.m. on the same day. The student vote will elect the ten semi-finalists.

S~ng Fest
THE UNIVERSITY SONG FEST will be in the TAT Jan. 31 .
. ,m.ii....F.eq.J .., Tile principles of this program have been the growing
- participation, appreciation and desire. for .. better. musi.i; and .t o
better acquaint our campus with the various songs of today.
Professional judges from all over Florida will be rating the
singers in four areas. Including single · amateur, group amateur, single professional, and group professional. -The. judging
will be based upon tone, intonation, dictio!l, tec!Jiuque; balance,
and interpretation. ·Each of the singers inAhe :four areas· will
compete tor.the winner's trophies over .the' two riight competition.
·•· · ·
· .
·
:Applications and rules are available at the UC Information
Desk through Friday.
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0
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Meet Author
Richard Powell, author of "The Philadelphian" and "Pi- .
oneer Go Home," will be the featured guest of the "Meet the
Author" program today, at 2 p.m. in UC 252.

POWELL has worked in the writing field as a police reporter, movie and drama critic, public relations and information
services director for an advertising agency, and an awardwinning literary novelist.
Powell spoke at a 1965 "Meet the Author" program here.
Free coffee will be served.

Band Dance ·
"Joshua Dyke," will be the featured band at the Friday,
Band Dance, sponsore~ by the UC Dance Committee, beginning at 9 p.m. in the Ballroom. Admission is 75 cents stag and
$1.00 per couple.

Weekly Movie
"FAHRENHEIT 451," starring Julie Christie and Oskar Werner, is the weekly movie feature for this weekend. The
showings are at 7:30 p.m. Friday, Saturday and Sunday in the
BSA. "Fahrenheit 451" is the story of a man - a dedicated
State Fireman, a book-burner, "protector" of the people, who
one day makes the mistake of opening a book he is about to
burn.
Admis~ion is 35 cents.

Bergman Festival
The first film of the Bergman Film Festival, sponsored by
the UC Movies Committee will be shown Thursday, at 8 p.m.
in the BSA. "Wild Strawberries" admission is 35 cents per person. This is open to staff faculty and full-time students. "Wild
Strawberries" is a classic study in the haunting nostalgia of ail
aging doctor.

Prints On Exhibit
THE U.C. ARTS and Exhibits Committee is sponsoring a
show of Marc Chagall prints in the UC Gallery, room 108. The
prints are for sale, ranging in price from $4 to $1200. There
are over 15 prints for $25 and less.
The Gallery is open from 8 a.m. until 5 p.m., Monday
through Friday. The Chagall exhibit will be up through Jan. 24,
at l'i :00 p.m.

Bridge Lessons

Reserve yours in University Center

Bridge lessons, being given by Judy Walton and sponsored
by the UC Recreation Committee, will begin in full swing
today, at 2 p.m. in UC 251. Sign-up deadline was Jan. 10. All
students who have registered are reminded to attend. ·

8 A.M.•S P.M.

Photo lessons
The University Center Recreation Committee is presently
sponsoring a series of photography lessons for students interested in learning techniques of photo developing and proper use
of- equipment.
,
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Schizophrenic Physicists
Craze On Theatre Stage
By DOUG1UYE
Correspondent

Speec h Players
For 'The Birds'
Even in the fifth century
B.C., some people were fed up
with society and sought a better place to live.

. feiffer Play
·:Friday At 2 ·
Theatre
.Experimental
will start the qua1ier off
with Jules Feiffer's "Crawling Arnold," Friday on
Centre Stage at 2 p.m.
'. The presentation will be
directed by J ack Belt, Experimental Theatre producer..
Jules F eiffer is known for
his cartoons, and this script
includes some of his favorite· characters. Bob Pregentek plays Barry Enterprise,
d
proud father and
'th
·a prou
.
o~er of a pri ~-wm. Y
f!}ll-out shelter. His wife,
vrace, is played lovingly
.tiy Caryl Best. Jan Corns is
Wiss Sympathy, the wellil'ltentioned social worker.
0 .wen Powell plays Millie,
ffie token Negro.
:-.

:-,,.,G reg Musselman is
.
.
t11'.>1d._ .
:-r,Th1s Is t?e ~irst t~me
one of Fe1fer s scripts
~ presented at USF.
,mission is free.

Ar-

th~t
will
Ad-

Aristopanes wrote a play
about two of the discontented
and called it "The Birds." His
creation will be presented by
the Speech Department Jan.
24 and 25 at 8 p.m. in the
Theatre.

FED UP WITH the frauds
and boors of their society, two
characters in the play decide
they will find a better society
among the birds. They secure
permission from the birds and
find " Cloud Cuckool an d, " explained Kay Kelly, director.
In the first act they triumph
over , "earthly pests," said
Miss Kelly, and in the second
act they tr iumph over the
Olymp_ian gods.

"WE'RE USING a Greek
chorus of about ten birds .. .
fe male type birds ... student-type female birds ... "
clarified Miss Kelly.
The cast includes : Terry
R d I h II
G
B
,
eaver, eorge an op
Ed DeYoung, Pam Mackey,
Marth a Tiller, Gary McCorkle, C 1 a u di a Focarcli,
Cynthia Bledsoe, Kelly . Salance, Chris Geselman, Greg
Munson , Sam . Crutchfield,
Gilda Garfinkel , Patsy Lakin,
Bob Yanez , Dr. M. E. Scheib,
Bob Randell, Denny Aska,
Dolly Coit, Sue Earley, Mic helle Kammen, Marty Christopher, Joyce Boyd, Joy Grozinger, and Mary Benson.
Dan Bleich is assistant director.

Theatre USF's first production this quarter is " The
P hysicists ."
Durrenma.t t's
Friedrich
mind-puzzler is about three
nuclear physicists committed
to a sanitarium run by a
hunchbacked lady psychiatrist. In other words, it's an
ordinary cast of characters.

LET'S PUT it this way : Bob
Pregentek thinks that he is
Sir Isaac Newton; Doug Kaye
thinks that he is Professor Albert Einstein; and A. Joseph
Argenio is Mobius, who knows
that he is Mobius, but thinks
that King Solomon visits him

Reviewing the new Beatles
album is an impossible task,
because it invariably turns
into an ego trip. After all, nobody is really capable of
doing what the Beatles do except the Beatles, and anybody
·who tries to make people belie·v e that he knows where
their heads are is an egoman°

iac.
The Beatles have achieved
the seemingly impossible task
of being even bigger than they

KJWAY' •
• Is.
194·S fla. Ave.: •...
·
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COOGAN BLUFF
CLINT EASTWOOD
PLUS

PINK JUNGLE

JAMES GARNER
SUN-MON-TUES

@]
BONNIE & CLYDE
WARNER BEATY
FAY DUNAWAY
PLUS
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ivere before. The new plain
white album is. selling more
copies than even their first
album did at the height
of Beatlemania. Apparently
" Hey Jude" is about to become their largest selling single, even outdistancing " I
Want To Hold Your Hand."
Rather than reviewing an
album, I would have to review
a social phenomena.

EVERYBODY HAS gotten
into the act of reviewing "The
Beatles." The New York
Times and Saturday Revie1v
tried to show how hip they
were and fell right into the
ego trap . Both reviewers felt
that the double album should
have been reduced to just one
album. Perhaps they felt that
half the songs were inferior,
but I doubt if those sentiments
would be shared by any real
rock freak. Personally, I find'
only "Revolution 9," a sound
collage, to be tiring.
"Back in the U.S.S.R. ,"
"Ob - La - Di, . Ob - La - Da,"
"While My Guitar Gently
Weeps," "Birthday," and
"Revolutioh I" are the ~trongest songs, but that doesn' t
mean that the others are inferior. " I Will," "Dear Pru-

By EDWARD PRICKETT
Correspondent
"Cool art of the sixtie.s"
was Walter Friedman's way
of describing contemporary
art and artists at a lecture he
presented Thursday in the
..
Fine Arts Building.
Friedman, director of the
Walker Art Center in Minneapolis, Minn., said the new art
need show no evidence of the
artist's personal touch in its
fashioning but can emerge
cold and foreboding . A supermarket, an indus trial scene,
or a television become subject
matter, thus common scenes

dence," "Julia," and " Savoy
Truffle" are more than just
good rock songs; they could
become easy-listening hits .
"Martha My Dear" is almost
classical.
GEORGE HARRISON distinguishes himself as an excellent songwriter. "While My
Guitar Gently Weeps," rates
with B. B. King's "Lucille"
as a touching tribute to his instrument. "Piggies" is such a
subtle satire that even cops
could like it without realizing
·what it is saying.
Some of the movement publications, notably Ramparts
and the Berkeley Barb, were
uptight about "Revolution." It
was unjustified. The Beatles
have not sold out. Indeed
without them, the "movement" would never have
started. The Beatles are simply asking for a little selfcriticism to become part of
the revolution.
I couldn't possibly review
all thirty songs. One rock station in California listed all the
songs as their top thirty of the
week. It is a fitting tribute to
the group that made rock into
an art form, and are excelled
only by themselves.

MENINAK CHARITIES OF TAMPA PRESENTS

Fer The National Foundation For Prevention cf Birth Defects
(Morch of Dimes)

"Comedy In Music:"

VICTOR BORGE

Arbors
and The
with Leonid Hambro
. ··.-•.•-:t· ····:,-.. ,_ ...
··::.:

FIRE CREEK
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SHALAKO
THOMAS CROWN AFFAIR
NOBODY'S PERFECT
SUN.-MON.-TUES.

(!]

THE FOX
A FINE MADNESS

A Sy,ophofty For 'SUSClft
Volloy of It!• Dolk
GraduQ'.tio11 Day
A Lovo For All S c -

Tampa's CURTIS HIXON HALL
$4.50 -

ED THOMPSON is Inspector Richard Voss, who comes
to investigate the . .. uh, " accident. '' Barbara (Bunny)
Town is Nurse Monika Stettler, who is the beloved of Mobius; Vicky Donelson is also a
nurse - a rath er dead one,
since poor Irene Straub was
murdered by "Einstein."
Also in the cast are Barbara
Parker as the matron of the

$4.00 -

24
Frl~:o JP~.

$3.50

Curtis Hixon Hall Box Office, Tampa, Florida
Checks payable to Curtis Hixon Hall
For Reservations: 229-6517

•----•

TICKETS ALSO ON SALE AT: All Sears stores in Tamaa, Clearwater,
st. Petersburg and'Lakeland, Belk- Lindsey of Britton and Pendola's.

become an icon for the twentieth century.

FRIEDMAN SAID art can
be constructed from any material. using modern techniques, such as silk screening,
and can be arranged in any
form or manner. Art can be
ephemeral, lasting only for
one day, or can last forever.
It knows no boundaries.
He said today's art is dominated by parody and irony
suggesting the times in which
we live. Summing up the new
art: "It's what it is." This
"parody" and " irony" carries
over also to Friedman 's
conception of today's young
artist.

Susan Strandberg and Aleida
Chumley.
"THE PHYSICISTS" opens
Jan. 30 and plays Jan. 31,
February 1, 6, 7, 8, 13, 14, and
15. Curtain is at 8 :30 each
night in the Center Stage.
Tickets will be available at
the Theatre Box Office Mon-day.
Admission is 75 cents fQr
students, $1.50 for USF staff
and foundation, and $3 for the
general public. A new policy
for reserved seats for the Center Stage is sta rting, an d the
best seats will be the first to
go. The Theatre Box Offioe is
open from 1 :15 p.m. to 4 :30
p.m.
As o.f this writing, there is
still an opening for a world
champion prize-fighter. Apply
at the Theatre Office upstairs
in the Theatre Center. Specifications: Male, any size.
shape, or color; preferably
black, beautiful, and big.

Greg Musselman, Joe Scaglione, and Edward' Lindb erg
and the immediate ex-family
of Mobius; and Darryl Marzyck , who made Mobius' family "ex."
Gil Hertz and Ed' Wolf are a
couple of world champion
prizefighters, and Ron Friedman, Rick Moncrief, Steve
Short. and E arl Archer compose the team of police officials investigating the ... accident.
Professor Peter B. O'Sullivan is directing the show, assisted' by Suzanne Lunny,
stage manager.
Costume and scenic designs
are being created by William
A. Lorenzen III , assisted by

Friedman: 'Supermarket
Is Icon Of Our Time'

'Beatles Unreviewable
By DAVID TATELMAN
Correspondent

regularly with words of wisdom .
In charge of this befuddled
crew is Helen Davis, or rather, Fraulein Doktor Mathilde
Von Zahnd, the sweet, deformed little lady who keeps a
tight rein on all that goes on
- except murder.

They are m ore intellectual
than their fathers , and express themselves well in writing or speaking; most are college graduates."

Brass Quintet
Wi 11 Perform
Tuesday Night

Saff Art In FAH Exhibit

Go To Hell At 2
There are rumors circulating that Billy · Grahan1 is
Rosemary's baby. These are
as invalid as those that claim
Roman Polanski is directing
the first Reader's Theatre of
the quarter, "The Devil You
Say."
Dr. Raymond
In fact,
Schneider, associate professor
of speech, will direct the
"Romp with the Devil" today
at 2 p.m. in the Engineering
Auditorium and a repeat next
Wednesday.
"There is a kind of demonic
syndrome that runs through

certain kinds of literature,"
Schneider said." We' re not
trying to exercise it in the
'De vil,' but we do let a little
humorous light on the subject
- for better or for wars!'!."
The production includes selections .from Somerset Maugham, Stephen Vincent Benet
and Vachel Lindsay. The cast
includes Walt Jones, Claire
Sternberg, Joe Favota, Kathie Ford, Frank Couch, Jennie Lamka , Kelly Salance and
Pat Lakin. There is no admission charge and coffee will be
served.

The University Brass QufilPETER, PAUL & MARY
emphasized tet will perform Tuesday eveCurtis Hixon Hall
sculpture which he described ning at 8 :30 in the Fine Arts
Thursday, January 30
as being the dominant medi- Auditorium featuring
Don
8:15 P.M.
um used by the young artist Owen (trumpet), Sa m Trimto express him.self. This .ble (trumpet) Karen Shane
young Sculptor is ofter a writ(French horn), Don Kneeburg
Tickets: $3, $4, $.S
er, and not only can think (trombone), and Kenneth Sip-.
historically, but express an in- gleton (tuba}.
Tickets on sale at Box Office, all
tense interest in science and
The program i n c I u d e s
area Sears stores, and Belb of
also in machinery.
"Suite Francaise" by Eugene ·
Britton.
Of importance, says Fried- Bozza, "Desperavi" by Miman, is the fact that the chael East, Three AppalachSend stamped, self-addressed enyoung contemporary artist ian Folk Songs by David
velope to Curtis Hixan Hall for
" remains cool and alienated."
Jackson , a nd Two Dances by
mail order,.
His attitude is that of the John Sommer and Jacob
EXCLUSIVELY ON Cl Warner Brolhers·Record:.
non-participant as he watches Harding.
"AN ARTIST," said Fried- " the system going to Hell in a
man, "is a beacon which re- bucket." He seeks his subject
······················· ······················ ···~················· ······················ ·······~
flects the modes of the people.
matter, says Friedman, from
Today's artist, like today's the icon for our time. The SuTampa Bay's Only
people, are alienated and ex- permarket.
Theatre-in•the•r,iund
press attitudes of polarization
Friedman has published ar* OFF BROADWAY *
as well as alienation.
ticles in Art, Art News, New
"Today's artist does not re- York Times a nd other magalate with the art of those who zines and journals. He .earned
OPEN NIGHTLY (except Mon,)
airectly preceded him but his M.A. from UCLA and is
maintains a 'mystical' rela- especially noted for his ar- NOW P'LA.YING tionship with the surrealists," rangement of art exhibitions
was
is
both here and abroad. He
Friedman continued, "He
_ ,r
: Bartke's F9mous
less . concerned with the inti- brought to Tampa by the State
: Gourmet Buffet 6:45 p.m.
mate touch toward his art Fair to jury its annual 1qne
8:30 p.m.
Magic Stage
Arts Exhibition.
than was his forefathers.
Dancln9 Ni9htfy Red Velvet Lounge
: Cocktails from S:00 p.m~

FRIEDMAi"II
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PROFESSIONAL NEW YORK CAST ONLY
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DINNER THEATRE

''THE DRUNKARD"

Portrait Of Jason
Opens Season
"Portrait of Jason" opens
Underground
the season 's
Film Festival sponsored by
Andy Warhol at Beaux Arts
Gallery, 7711 60th St., Pinellas
Park. Warhol has booked for
every other week what he believes to be the world 's most
important underground films.
Beaux Arts is the home of the
Society of Fine Arts and Floida's Folksingers' Society.
The 1910 establishment is
known as the world's greatest
and oldest folksingers ' coffee·house.'. '

"Portrait Of Jason" has received top reviews in nearly
every leading American magazine and newspaper and is
t he sole work of Shirley
Clarke who created "The
Connection' ' and "The Cool
World."

THE NATION i'I-IAGAZINE
PRINTED: "A magnificent

picture, and a damned wicked
one." The New York Times
said: "Curious and fascinating example of "cinema verite". "Extremely funny!" The
New York Post wrote: "Sensational. A winner!" Elia
Kazan said: " This . one is
something else, a piece of new
ground." Allen Ginsberg
added: "Brilliant, total rundown of his (Jason Holliday's)
The first in a series of · soul history."
"Me et the Department"
Doug L o c h r i d g e, folkreceptions will be held next singer-in-residence, John MarWednesday at 2 p.m. in Uni- tin, singing folk, and Dan Finversity Center (UC) 255-256.
ley, with original pop music,
A short talk by Dr. A. W.
will be present.
Goodman, professor of matheTHE SPECIAL THIS
matics, will be followed by an
will be "The Mad
WEEK
informal period when students
Flasher Returns" - second in
may discuss career questions
a series of Mad Flasher hapwith members of the mathepenings. This cannot be dematics faculty .
scribed but must be seen.
THE NEW PROGRAM was
"Portrait Of Jason" plays
prompted by a letter from Dr. Thursday, through Monday.
Fredric Zerla, assistant pro- Films will be on Monday at 8
fessor of m athemat ics, to Dr. p.m. , 10 p.m., and midnight
Russell Cooper, dean of the plus a Sunday matinee at 2 :30
College of Liberal Arts.
p.m. Admission is $1.25 and
Zerla feels that students do includes folksingers on stage
not have an adequate opportu- and coffee.
nity to communicate with a
department· regarding career
problems.
Similar p r o g r a m s are
· planned by other departments
for future free hours this
quarter.
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ON FOOD AND DRINKS
TO USF STUDENTS AND STAFF :
ALL NIGHTS EXCEPT TUES. & SAT.:
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Sandwieh

Student-Faculty

Programs Set

'Hair' Needs

Organ Player

'Lowland Sea'
Rescheduled
T h e program originally
scheduled by USF's Opera
Depar tment featuring t h e
"Lowland Sea " and " The Impresario" by Moza rt has been
rescheduled fo r Feb. 2, 3. and
5 at 8 :30 p.m. in the Theatre
Centre (TAR 130).
The program was to go on
Friday and Saturday evening.

There's a problem concerning the student classroom
production of "Hair" which is
scheduled to run Feb. 9-11.
John Greco , student director,
has announced that he is in
desperate need of an organist
who, if possible, has his own
equipment.
"There is no money involved
. . . but it will be lots of fun, "
said Greco.
The organist is needed .for
the first two weeks in Februa ry.

OFF-

CAMPUS
DINING
OPEN UNTIL 1:00 A.M.

Giant Hamburger
(6 Oz.) .. .• . . . . . . .50
Fried Fish Fillet ..• .45
Hom & Swiss Cheese .50
Roost Beef . . . . . . • .65
Kosher Corned Beef .75
Sliced Turkey •..••. 60
Lorge Submarine . . .65
Italian Sausage . . . .65
Big St. John . - . . . . .55
Baked Hom . . . . . . .50
Roast Pork .. . ..... 65
Kosher Pastrami . . .55
Sliced Chicken • . • . .60
Tampa's Best Cuban
Mixed • , . • • • • • • • .55

Home of the "Giant" Sandwich
- Boxes ½ Fried Chicken - Tampa's Best • • . • • • • • • 1.00
Fried Jumbo Shrimp - U Can't Beat this ••• 1.00
Jack's Real Italian Spaghetti
w/meat sauce .................... .... .. 50c & 75c
Bar-B-Q Chicken ••••••••••••••• •••••• • •• 1.00

10124 FLORIDA AVE.
10200 30th ST.
909 W. KENNEDY BLVD.

935-3985
935-8204
254-7461

